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Preface

The Concerted Action Plan for Accident Management consists of several related
Research & Development work areas co-ordinated by ISTec Garching and assigned to
organisations in the various nations of the European Union. The work is partly
financed by the EU. ECN is one of the partners and developed the reported prototype
decision support tool under contract FI3S-CT93-0008. (ECN project 1562).
The post-graduate OTIS Design Course at the Information Systems Group of the
Computer Science Department of the University of Twenty comprises a design study.
This design study is carried out at ECN - Nuclear Energy and concerns the application
of information technology on a prototype decision support system for accident
management. Many persons made this year a very fruitful experience, and especially
Hans Akkermans from the University of Twente, and Jos Jehee and Rob Daalder at
ECN.
Research fellows of the OTIS (Ontwerp Technische Informatie Systemen) Design
Course, Bart Selders, Hilbert Jonker, Bernhard Bannink and Pieter Oude Egberink also
helped a lot in making this year worthwhile living, by organizing and participating
'twaio@ ' weekends, during which we shared experiences in our fields of research
and also enjoyed culture, architecture, nature and good company.
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Abstract

The Containment and Release Management project was carried out within the
Reinforced Concerted Action Programme for Accident Management Support and
partly financed by the European Union.
In this report a prototype of an accident management support system is presented. The
support system integrates several concepts from accident management research, like
safety objective trees, severe accident phenomena, calculation models and an
emergency response data system. These concepts are provided by the prototype in such
a way that the decision making process of accident management is supported. The
prototype application is demonstrated by process data taken from a severe accident
scenario for a pressurized water reactor (PWR) that was simulated with the
thermohydraulic computer program MAAP.
The prototype was derived from a decision support framework based on a decision
theory. For established and innovative concepts from accident management research it
is pointed out in which way these concepts can support accident management and how
these concepts can be integrated. This approach is generic in two ways; it applies to
both pressurized and boiling water reactors and it applies to both in vessel management
and containment and release management.
The prototype application was developed in Multimedia Toolbox 3.0 and requires at
least a 386 PC with 4 MB memory, 6 MB free disk space and MS Windows 3.1.
.
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Introduction

Introduction

1.1

Information Technology for Accident Management

Managing a Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) during normal plant operation is generally
supported by information systems that provide an interface between the power
generation process and the plant operators. Such an information system monitors the
process parameters and indicate which countermeasures should be taken when process
parameters exceed their normal operating range. When these countermeasures are not
successful and safety limits are exceeded, automatic actions will be initiated,
supplemented by operator actions according to detailed emergency operating
procedures. In the event these actions fail to prevent the process from exceeding design
limits, especially the reactor core fuel limits, a severe accident situation arises.
During a severe accident, the situation has become far more complex than under
normal operating conditions; safety related equipment may be unavailable, instrument
readings can be unreliable. Another important difference with normal conditions is that
each possible way to influence the course of the accident, called a strategy rather than
a procedure, is likely to have beneficial as well as adverse effects. This means that a
decision has to be made whether or not to use this strategy, whereas with procedures it
is very clear when they should be used.
Applying Information Technology (IT) in this complex and technical area of accident
management is the topic of research in this project.

1.2

Project Description

This project, Containment and Release Management, was carried out within the CEC
Reinforced Concerted Action Programme for Accident Management Support and
partly financed by the EU.
In this project, a decision support theory is used to integrate different types of
knowledge about severe accident phenomena, the design of NPPs and accident
management strategies. The usability of types of knowledge for decision support, like
safety objective trees, probabilistic safety assessment and calculation models for
physical phenomena, is evaluated.
Based upon the decision support theory and the types of knowledge that were found
useful, a prototype support system for accident management is developed. The
prototype demonstrates a possible way to integrate these different types of knowledge
using Information Technology. The prototype should provide the following functions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

diagnose the plant condition,
assess available resources, i.e. equipment status and availability,
select feasible strategies,
calculate the timing of critical milestones,
predict the effect of actions,
indicate possible adverse effects,
feedback on the effectiveness of actions.

The prototype will address generic systems for PWR applications.
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1.3

Project Goals

The main goals of the Containment and Release Management project can be
summarized as follows:
1. determine which current knowledge of severe accidents can be used to provide
adequate support to manage a severe accident;
2. indicate how this knowledge can be applied effectively;
3. demonstrate this support by means of a prototype support system that integrates
the knowledge that was found useful;
4. design this prototype in such a way that it can be filled with supplementary
information, and extended with other types of knowledge.
Furthermore, the prototype should enhance communication between the people
responsible for plant management in a severe accident situation and researchers in the
severe accident area.

1.4

Introduction to this Document

The chapters 2, 3 and 4 describe how accident management can be supported using
current knowledge from accident management research. These types of knowledge are
introduced in chapter 2. In chapter 3, accident management is seen as a decision
making process; a theory about decision making and decision support is described
then. In chapter 4 it is pointed out how the knowledge described in chapter 2 can be
used for the support of accident management.
In chapter 5 and 6, the design and implementation of an accident management support
system are described, based upon the accident support model in chapter 4.
Finally, in chapter 7, a typical session with the support system is described using
screen dumps from the prototype application. In chapter 8, the conclusions are stated
and recommendations for further research in this area are made.
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Accident Management Literature

In this chapter, an introduction to aspects of nuclear technology relevant to this project
is provided; as well as a definition of the concepts that will be used in this document.
Their specific purpose for Accident Management Support will be pointed out in
chapter 4, using the support theory described in chapter 3.

2.1

Accident Management Guidance
Definition of Accident Management

In literature, the term accident management is used for a variety of topics; reliability of
instruments in accident situations, development of calculation models to predict the
effect of strategies or design of safety related equipment. In this project, the focus is on
providing support during the accident management process. This means that accident
management and accident management related topics need to be seen from the operator
and technical support center (TSC) point of view.
A clear definition of accident management that serves our purpose is stated in
[Oehlberg'91]:
Accident Management involves making the most of existing plant
resources and capabilities. This may include the use of safety related
equipment and non-safety equipment in standard or unique and
innovative ways.
The article defines Accident Management Guidance (AMG) as an extension to existing
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs). In figure 2.1-1 the scope of normal and
abnormal operating procedures, EOPs and AMG are related to a plant's safety
functions:

Normal

Safety Function
threatened

Safety Function

Core degraded

lost or degraded

and beyond

Normal

Accident Management

Operating Proc.

Regime
Abnormal
Operating Proc.

Emergency
Operating Procedures

Accident Management
Guidance

Figure 2.1-1 The scope of operating procedures and accident management.
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General concept of Safety Functions

Safety functions are essential in establishing nuclear reactor safety, which implies the
prevention of release of radioactive fission products into the environment. A generally
accepted definition, according to [ANSI/ANS 4.5 1980] identifies 5 critical safety
functions. The safety functions, and the systems and components required to maintain
these functions are described below:
1. Reactivity Control is provided by the negative reactivity temperature coefficient of
the coolant which decreases reactivity at temperature increase, by control rods and
control rod drives for controlling reactor power and fast shutdown capability and
by injection of borated water, having a negative reactivity, using the volume
control system and the nuclear chemicals injection system.
2. Reactor Core Cooling is provided by the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) or
Residual Heat Removal Systems (RHRS) during shutdown. The RCS is cooled by
the Steam Generators which are supplied with feed water from the Main Feed
water System (MFWS) or, in case of an accident, from the Auxiliary Feed water
System (AFWS). The RCS with vessel, coolant pumps, hotlegs and coldlegs and
Steam Generators are also referred to as the Primary Coolant System, the Steam
Generators, steamlines, turbine, condensate system and feed water system are
referred to as the Secondary Coolant System.
3. RCS Integrity is provided by the volume control system, the nuclear chemicals
injection system and the safety injection systems. For Pressurized Water Reactors
(PWR) there are often 3 types of Safety Injection Systems (SIS): high pressure
SIS, providing borated water to the core until pressure is low enough for the low
pressure SIS. Intermediate pressure SIS, accumulators can provide a large
quantity of water to reflood the reactor core until the low pressure SIS provides
full capacity, in case of a large pipe break when the high pressure SIS can't replace
the lost coolant. Low pressure SIS can operate in a recirculation mode via the
reactor cavity (sump) when the storage tanks are empty.
4. Containment Integrity can be maintained in the event of a pipe break by cooling
the containment atmosphere. A containment spray system and a fan cooler can be
available for that purpose, depending on the design. Also, all the pipes that
penetrate the containment wall have inner and outer isolation valves; the
Containment Isolation System (CIS). The CIS can seal off the containment,
preventing the escape of any radioactive substance to the environment.
5. Radioactive Effluent Control is established by several barriers, providing defensein-depth. Zircalloy claddings around fuel rods prevent gaseous and volatile fission
products to enter the coolant. Since these claddings may leak, the coolant is
purified and degasified. The pressure-tight RCS prevents radioactive fission
products from escaping into the containment. The containment is the final barrier,
it is designed to accommodate the RCS inventory in the event of a pipe rupture.
The safety systems used to accomplish the maintaining of these safety functions are
shown for a Siemens 1300 MW PWR in figure 2.1-2.
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Figure 2.1 -2 Safety Systems of a 1300 MW Pressurized Water Reactor
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Safety Functions for severe accidents

A generic set of safety functions for the accident management regime is proposed in
[Oehlberg '91]. These safety functions can be used for both emergency operating
procedures (EOPs) and accident management guidance (AMG), ...to prioritize actions
and identify important equipment... The main purpose of the safety functions,
whatever is achieved in trying to maintain the safety function, is referred to as the
Safety Objective. In figure 2.1-3 the safety functions and their corresponding safety
objective are shown.

Accident Progression

Emergency
Operating
Procedures

Abnormal
Operating
Procedures

Safety
Objectives

Accident
Management
Guidance

Off-site
Emergency
Procedures

In Vessel

Containment & Release

Management

Management

Preserve

Preserve

Preserve

Minimize

Core

Vessel

Containment

Off-Site

Integrity

Integrity

Integrity

Release

A

7

/

A

\

/

\

Off-Site

Safety

Reactivity

RCS

Decay

Containment

Combustible

Containment

Functions

Control

Inventory

Heat

Isolation

Gas

Temperature

Release

Control

Removal

Control

Control

& Pressure

Control

Control

Maintenance and Restoration of Vital Support Functions

Figure 2.1 -3 Safety functions and - objectives for the accident management regime

For the accident management regime, 2 types of accident management can be
distinguished, namely in vessel management (IVM) and containment & release
management (CRM). Both types of accident management have their specific associated
safety objectives, as is shown in figure 2.1-3. This project will focus on CRM.
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2.2

Plant Control System

A nuclear power plant (NPP) is operated and continuously monitored from a control
room. The main elements for plant control for normal operations and during accidents,
are shown in figure 2.2-1, taken from [Putra '93].

i Operational Teams

Control Room
Operators

Technical

National

Support Teams

Emergency Team

Technical Staff
Plant Management

Authorities
Press

Action
Information

Information

Information

Plant Data Monitoring and Plant Control
National Emergency Centre

S Control Room

Maintenance
Engineering
Management

///.//////

Display of at
least ERDS
Information

Z7

Human
Interface
Machine

Figure 2.2-1 Schematical Representation of Plant Control

Plant management during normal operation is performed by the operators in the
control room. During accidents, the technical support center (TSC) will also be
involved in controlling the situation. To promote an optimal communication between
TSC and control room, a concise and consistent set of data essential for monitoring
the plant status and process condition for accident management is required.
A good example of such a data set is the Emergency Response Data System (ERDS),
which is required by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US NRC).
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Implementation of ERDS is described in [NUREG-1394]. The process parameters
that are part of the ERDS data set are listed in table 2.2-1.
The US NRC requires the Emergency Response Data System to be activated as soon
as possible, but within an hour for any condition that requires the declaration of an
emergency class of alert, site area emergency or general emergency. The ERDS
parameters are to be transmitted to the National Emergency Center (in the US: the
Operations Center) at time intervals within a range of 15 - 60 seconds. This National
Emergency Center is shown in figure 2.2-1.

Table 2.2-1

Process parameters in the ERDS data set

Parameter Description
Primary Coolant System
Pressure
Temperatures
Hot Legs
Cold Legs
Core Exit Thermocouples
Pressurizer Level
RCS Charging/Make up How
Reactor Vessel Level (When Available)
Reactor Coolant Flows
Reactor Power
Secondary Coolant System
Steam Generator Levels
Steam Generator Pressures
Main Feed water Flows
Auxiliary/Emergency Feed water Flows
Safety Injection System
High Pressure Safety Injection Flows
Low Pressure Safety Injection Flows
Safety Injection Flows (Westinghouse)
Refuelling Water Storage Tank Level
Containment
Pressure
Temperature
Hydrogen Concentration
Sump Level
Radiation Monitoring System
Reactor Coolant Radioactivity
Containment Radiation Level
Condenser Air Removal Radiation Level
Effluent Radiation Monitors
Process Radiation Monitor Levels
Meteorological
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Atmospheric Stability

Unit
MPa

°C
°C

°c
m

kg/s

m
kg/s

MW
m
MPa
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s

m
MPa
°C
%Vol

m

Bq
R/hr
Bq/m3
Bq/m3
Bq/m3

m/s
Deg.

-
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2.3

Plant Status Model

In the event that automatic initiated systems and operator actions fail to prevent an
initiating condition to lead to a severe accident situation, it is expected that the
operating staff will have difficulty to clearly understand the conditions in the plant.
TTie use of predefined states in which the plant could be at any moment during a severe
accident, could help an operator to classify and understand the general condition of the
plant and to plan actions more effectively in order to ultimately prevent or mitigate the
release of radioactive material to the environment.
A plant status model, defining 4 possible states or damage conditions for both the RCS
and the Containment is proposed in [Oehlberg '91]. This plant status model is
presented in table 2.3-1.
The diagnosis of the plant condition is further enhanced by using a set of indicators.
These indicators, partly represented in table 2.3-1, can be both process parameters
exceeding certain boundary values, or the functioning of equipment being impaired or
lost. The philosophy in accident management should be to make the most of
equipment; even its failure may provide valuable information. The set of indicators
should be able to determine which damage state of the RCS and the Containment
corresponds best to the plant situation.
Except for improving the description of the plant condition and thereby the
communication between the teams involved in accident management (see 2.2), actions
to influence the course of the accident, often called strategies, could be based upon the
damage states introduced by the plant status model.

Table 2.3-1

Plant Status Model

Damage Condition

Possible Indicators

Reactor Coolant System:
U
Core undamaged
cooled and
covered

no radiation in containment
boiled-up water level higher than top of active fuel
core outlet temperature well below saturation temp.

0

Core oxidized
but intact

some radiation in containment
superheat in hot leg
some hydrogen in containment

D

Core damaged
and melted

high containment radiation
increasing hydrogen in containment

F

Vessel failed
due to
core debris

rapid depressurization of RCS
rapid containment temperature increase

Containment:
C
Containment
closed and
cooled

isolation complete
less than 4% hydrogen
temperature and pressure within design base

T

Containment
threatened

isolation complete
heat removal function possibly impaired
temperature and pressure increasing
CO or H2 levels in containment high or increasing

I

Containment
impaired

isolation not complete
high radiation, temperature and humidity
insufficient water for decay heat removal functions

B

Containment
bypassed

increasing sump levels
pressure decreasing without sufficient heat removal
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2.4

Information Needs

Information Needs is a term used to indicate the information that is required for the
management of a severe accident. Like the Plant Status Model (see 2.3) the
information is used to describe and diagnose the plant condition. However, Information
Needs uses a different approach based on safety functions, and it serves more purposes
than describing and diagnosing the plant situation. The perspective of Information
Needs is to identify:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the plant status; which safety functions are threatened,
possible 'directions' of accident progression
which strategies can be used; possible actions,
the effect of a strategy,
successful implementation of a strategy.

A method to identify these information needs was developed and described in
[NUREG-5513]. The first step of this method is to create Safety Objective Trees
(SOTs). A SOT is a hierarchical tree structure that identifies the safety objectives and
safety functions for the accident management regime (section 2.1). The SOT also
points out which mechanisms can challenge the safety functions and its associated
objectives, and which strategies may be used to prevent the mechanisms to occur or to
mitigate their effect. SOTs are explained in more detail in the next section.
The second step of the method reviews each branch point of the SOTs to determine
what information would be needed to decide whether the plant is either approaching a
state or already at a state that would correspond to that branch point. Possible sources
of this information are identified and assessed to see how well the information at the
plant represents that which is needed.
The third step involves identification of the instrumentation existing at the plant that
could supply the needed information. Also, the lack of information to clearly
distinguish individual branch points is identified.
The method was applied to a pressurized water reactor (PWR) with a large dry
containment. These results were tested using a typical severe accident sequence,
described in [NUREG-5513] Vol. 2. Based on this test, it is concluded that SOTs are a
useful way to identify information needs and that the tree structure allows easy
visualization of what is important for a broad range of severe accidents. Furthermore,
the assessment of information needs indicated that there was insufficient information to
understand the status of the core and of the vessel after core melting has begun.

10
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2.5

Safety Objective Trees
Introduction

A SOT is created during an Information Needs assessment of a plant for severe
accident situations, described in the previous section. A Safety Objective Tree (SOT)
describes the safety objectives of accident management and the related safety functions
that need be maintained to accomplish these objectives. Each possible threat to the
safety functions is described, which enables describing each accident situation in terms
of SOT elements. The SOT extends the Plant Status Model (2.3) by relating possible
accident management strategies to each threat.
The information sources, found in an Information Needs assessment, that help to
decide which branch point or element in the SOT corresponds best to the plant
condition, enables the SOT to be used for plant diagnosis.

The tree structure of a SOT, shown in figure 2.5-1, uses the following elements:
Safety
Objective

Safety
Function

Challenge

Mechanism

Strategy

The safety objective defines what is to be achieved. The safety objectives for Containment and Release Management (CRM) are:
Preventing Containment Integrity, and Mitigating Fission Product
Release to the Environment (see also 2.1, figure 2.1-1).
A safety function defines how a safety objective can be achieved. One
safety objective can be achieved by maintaining one or more safety
functions. An example of a safety function for CRM is containment
pressure control.
A challenge indicates in which way a safety function can be
threatened. A safety function can be 'challenged' in more than one way,
e.g. the containment pressure control safety function is challenged by
rapid pressurization and by slow pressurization.
A mechanism is the actual threat to a safety function. A mechanism is
a physical phenomenon, e.g. hydrogen combustion, or closely related
to a physical phenomenon, viz. basemat melt through, where the
molten fuel concrete interaction (MFCI) is the physical phenomenon.
Mechanisms are therefore not directly related to events, like a pipe
rupture, but to their symptoms and effects.
A strategy indicates possible ways to influence the course of a severe
accident. It can either prevent a certain mechanism from threatening a
safety function, or mitigate the effect of a mechanism that already is
threatening this safety function. Examples of accident management
strategies for CRM are cavity flooding and depressurization of the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS).

The Safety Objective Trees for CRM are included in Appendix A.
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Safety Objective

Safety Function

Challenge

Mechanism

Safety Function

Safety Function

Challenge

Challenge

Mechanism

Mechanism

Mechanism

Challenge

Mechanism

Mechanism

Strategy

|

Strategy

| Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

| Strategy

[Strategy

]

[Strategy

[Strategy"

Strategy

Strategy

| Strategy

[Strategy

^~j

[Strategy

Strategy

Strategy

Figure 2.5-1

Structure of a Safety Objective Tree

Relationships between Strategies and Mechanisms

As shown in figure 2.5-1, a SOT makes use of safety functions; they are slightly
different defined than safety functions used for normal plant operation, described in
[Oehlberg '91]. There are two important differences between these safety functions:
1. The mechanisms that challenge a SOT safety function may be hard to diagnose, as
was discussed in the previous section on information needs. The availability or
reliability of information may not be adequate to distinguish single mechanisms.
2. Strategies in a SOT have a different character than operating procedures. Where
operating procedures only succeed or fail to maintain a safety function, strategies
generally cause a negative (adverse) effect, on the situation, irrespective of their
success or failure.
Strategies and mechanisms are described in detail for CRM in [Lehner '91] and also in
[Daalder '94]. Important relationships between mechanisms and strategies of which
only the first is shown in the tree structure, figure 2.5-1, are:
prevent or
mitigate

invoke

enable or
disable

12

A strategy can either prevent a mechanism from challenging a safety
function, or mitigate its effect when this mechanism is already 'active'.
Some strategies can be applied to more than one mechanism; a
mechanism can often be prevented or mitigated by more than one
strategy. Preventing or mitigating a mechanism is the beneficial effect
of a strategy.
Applying a strategy may result in the invocation of another
mechanism, however not at the same time, e.g. cavity flooding
prevents basemat melt through but also enlarges the risk of ex vessel
steam explosions to occur.
A strategy may enable the use of another strategy, e.g. RCS depressurization
enables core cooling with low pressure safety injection
systems. A strategy can also disable another strategy when they use
the same resource, e.g. a system or water tank, or when they are
mutually exclusive, like dry cavity and flood cavity.
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2.6

Influence Diagrams

Influence diagrams can be used to model events, decisions, uncertainties and their
dependencies. An example from [Jae '92] shown in figure 2.6-1, will be discussed:
SQTH

7v \

^/wcV—W^VB )

D

EVSB

Legenda
Q]

Decision

<£> Value Function

Q

Event

— • Dependency

Figure 2.6-1 Influence Diagram

In this diagram, the following elements are modeled:
D
WC
VB
EVSE
SGTR
V

represents the Decision to either flood the reactor cavity or not.
represents the event of Water being present in the reactor Cavity.
represents the event of reactor Vessel Breach.
represents the event of an Ex Vessel Steam Explosion.
represents the event of a Steam Generator Tube Rupture.
represents a Value function that points out which decision reduces best the
risk of SGTR and EVSE.

The dependencies reflect the way the elements influence each other; viz. the probability
of an EVSE depends on the presence of water in the cavity and on the probability of
VB. If the decision to flood the cavity is successful in preventing the event of a VB, a
SGTR could occur because the steam generator tubes could be exposed to circulating
hot gases for an extended period of time.
Uncertainties, such as the success rate of operator actions or possible failure of
systems can be modeled like an event. In this example, such an event could be modeled
in between the decision D and the event WC. Then, failure of an attempt to flood the
cavity tan be taken into account for the calculation of value function V.
Sensitivity analysis, the effect of changing probabilistic data or dependency
relationships in the diagram on the value function, the most crucial parameters can be
identified; a decision, an operator action, a systems functioning.
Influence Diagrams can be related to Safety Objective Trees (SOTs). In this example,
ESVE and SGTR are mechanisms that appear in the SOTs for Containment and
Release Management (CRM). Flooding the reactor cavity is a strategy that is also
mentioned in the SOTs for CRM. The dependencies in the diagram can model the
different relationships between mechanisms and strategies; prevent/mitigate, invoke
and enable/disable.
Influence Diagrams have not yet been widely applied to severe accident phenomena
and accident management strategies.
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2.7

Calculation Models

The behavior of a plant has been studied for many situations, from normal operating
conditions to severe accidents. Calculation models play an important role in these
studies. The calculated results can be related to technical data of plant systems and
components, providing information about the quality of system design, the robustness
of the design-limits and the consequences of systems failure. From the accident
management point of view, two categories can be distinguished:
Complex meaning that the implementation of the model in computer code is generally
models
not practicable during an accident because it is too slow or the definition of
the initial conditions requires too much time. Codes that model the systems
inside the containment, like MAAP and RELAP, are a good example.
The codes themselves may not be used, but the calculated accident
scenarios can be compared to the actual situation during the accident.
Simple
models

meaning that a computer code based on these models is fast enough to be
used during an accident. Examples of such models can be found in the
systems analysis handbook, [NUREG/CR 4041].

During an accident calculated results can support the decision making of whether or
not to apply a strategy, by comparing the calculated results for both situations. Their
use may be limited when the plant has degraded and its behavior does no longer
correspond to the behavior modeled in the calculation model. Attempts are being made
to correct for the changes of plant behavior [Reocreux '93] which may result in a more
reliable support. Except for the calculated results, also the conclusions that were based
upon the calculations, also referred to as expert opinion, can be used for this support.

Calculation models that can be used during an accident can serve several purposes:
1. Calculate process parameters that cannot be measured or can no longer be
measured. Examples are the water level in the vessel and the decay heat after
scram.
2. Predict timing of critical events, like steam generator dryout and core uncovery.
This type of calculation models were implemented in a previous ECN project
[Putra '93].
3. Predict best estimate, conservative and worst case process parameter values, based
upon which the effectiveness of a strategy can be judged.
4. Determine for what period of time a strategy can be applied, regarding required
and available resources.
5. Confirm or reject candidate diagnoses, by comparing consecutive calculated
process parameter values that are to be expected regarding the diagnoses, to
actually measured process parameter values.

14
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2.8

PSA
Introduction

The importance of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is clearly stated in a policy
statement of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission, [NRC '94]:
The NRC has generally regulated the use of nuclear material based
on deterministic approaches. Deterministic approaches to
regulation consider a set of challenges to safety and determine how
those challenges should be defended. A probabilistic approach to
regulation enhances and extends this traditional deterministic
approach by:
1 allowing considerations of a broader set of potential challenges
to safety,
2 providing a logical means for prioritizing these challenges
based on risk significance,
3 allowing consideration of a broader set of resources to defend
against these challenges.

PSA methods, and their results, are described extensively in [NUREG-1150]. A full
scope PSA of an NPP consist of 3 successive analyses, as is represented in figure 2.81, taken from [Jehee '91]:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

This first level constitutes the system analysis that considers accident
sequences (ASl...ASn) starting from the initiating events (IE) to the onset
of core damage, resulting in an estimate of the core damage frequency. The
combination of accident sequences is called a Plant Damage State (PDS).
The PDS is the interface between level 1 & 2 of a PSA.
Starting from a PDS, the accident progression and containment
performance analysis, using Containment Event Trees (CETs), lead to
frequencies of containment failure modes and associated Release
Categories (RC).
Then source term analysis is performed to quantify the magnitude and
frequencies of the fission products released from the fuel to the
environment.
Here, a consequence analysis is performed which determines the dispersion
of the radioactive fission products in the environment, resulting in an
estimate of the risk to the public.
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IE

AS1

...

...

| ASn

I PDS I

I

CET

Risk

CD

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Figure 2.8-1 Full Scope PSA

Plant Damage States

A Plant Damage State (PDS) is defined by a set of functional characteristics for
system operation which are important to accident progression, containment failure and
source term definition. The important functional characteristics for each PDS were
determined by defining the critical parameters and system functions. The sequence
characteristics which are important, are defined by the requirements of the containment
accident progression analysis. They include the type of accident initiator, the
operability or non operability of important systems and the values of important state
variables which are defined by system operation and timing of key events. Therefore, a
PDS is a definition of an accident situation, like the states or damage conditions that
were earlier defined in the Plant Status Model in section 2.3. The important
characteristics of a PDS correspond to the indicators of a damage condition. However,
these characteristics were defined for analysis purposes and are not automatically
effective to distinguish between different PDSs.
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Containment Event Trees

A Containment Event Tree (CET) is a logical model to delineate the possible paths that
an accident sequence may progress along given an initial set of conditions defined by a
PDS. The PDS delineates the potential progress of the accident. For practical reasons
the branches of the CETs consist of only the most important events which can lead to
significantly different outcomes in the sequence progression. The events in the CET
generally concern the physical phenomena and the different containment failure modes.
These events are chosen:
to represent the uncertainties in physical phenomena, e.g. quenching behavior of
the melt when arresting the core melt in the reactor vessel, and
to assess consequential failure of important systems caused by specific phenomena
(e.g. H2 burn or the general severe accident environment).
A CET can contain the following events:
1. Containment bypass.
2. Arresting of core melt or the core debris within the vessel.
3. Early containment failure due to hydrogen burn.
4. Early containment failure due to other reasons than hydrogen burn.
5. Cooling of core melt or the core debris within reactor cavity.
6. Late containment failure due to hydrogen burn.
CETs can be very useful for accident management when accident progression paths are
analysed for each applicable strategy. The performed the source term analysis would
be an effective indicator to decide whether or not applying a strategy, and which
strategy is to be preferred. The uncertainties left in that case would be to determine
which progression path corresponds best to the actual situation in the plant.

Release Categories

Release Categories (RC), or source terms, are defined as the released fractions of the
radionuclides that were originally present in the core inventory. The released fractions
are calculated using a complex simulation program like MAAP. The accident
sequences leading to a Plant Damage State and the accident progression modeled by
the Containment Event Tree leading to a RC constitute a complete accident scenario
which can be simulated by a program like MAAP. For calculating the risk to the
public other computer programs are being applied..

ECN-C-95-086
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Accident Management Support

In this chapter, accident management will be described in terms of decision making and
a model for the support of this decision making process is introduced.

3.1

Management, a Decision Making Process

Normal Operation versus Accident Management

Managing an organization or, in the case of a nuclear power plant, a process, has
many aspects and can be described in different ways using various viewpoints. During
normal plant operation, managing the plant merely means process-control. The actual
situation (the process) is satisfactory and adjustments (operator actions) will only be
necessary when the situation changes. The process is continuously monitored, using
many indicators, in the control room. For each alarm, indicating that the situation has
changed, the appropriate actions and their sequence of execution are described in a
procedure. The status of an alarm (color-coded yellow, orange or red) indicates the
urgency of starting the procedure. Also, the indicators have a priority; top-priority
indicators are called critical safety functions. So far, all actions (either monitoring or
adjustment) were foreseen and prescribed by operating procedures; the process is
under control or in a situation that can be controlled.
These procedures, in response to an indicator's alarm, fail to keep the process in a
controllable situation or events take place that somehow create a situation that was not
foreseen (i.e. an accident), managing the plant is no longer a prescribed activity; a lot
of differences with respect to the normal situation have to be dealt with, like:
1. the problem or its cause may be unknown,
2. there may be multiple alarms with 'conflicting' procedures (e.g. turn a safety
system on and off),
3. it is not known which problem has to be dealt with first,
4. the effect of an operator action or a complete procedure is not known under the
current process conditions,
5. it is not known which procedure can be used best in this situation, and
6. actions may cause new problems or make it impossible to use systems and
resources for other purposes.
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Decisions in Accident Management

Problems that may have to be dealt with in accident situations, like those described in
the previous section, can be categorized by the kind of decision that has to be made to
solve the problem. There are different ways to categorize these kinds of decisions; only
one is described here:
1. When it is determined which problems are threatening the plant, a decision has to
be made which problems have to be dealt with first (establishing a kind of priority
for dealing with all problems). Problems have to be described and/or classified in
such a way that they can be compared.
2. Of all actions that can be taken to fight the threat (problem) that is currently being
dealt with, a decision has to be made whether it is a possible solution or not. i.e.
whether the situation after the action is executed is preferable to the current
situation or not. The effect of an action will have both beneficial and adverse
elements; they will have to be compared.
3. Of all solutions that were found, it has to be decided which one will be used.
Comparing both beneficial and adverse effects of the solutions and taking into
account the likelihood of successfully implementing the solution (executing the
actions) is the basis for this decision.

A Decision Making Model

These three kind of decisions split up the decision making process into three phases;
problem definition, solution generation and solution evaluation respectively. This,
however, does not mean that the decision making process itself is a straightforward
activity following phase 1 up to 3. e.g. in the solution evaluation phase an indication
may be found that another problem is far more urgent than the one that is currently
dealt with. Also a solution generation phase may be started with in order to determine
which problems can be dealt with in the first place, when the problem definition
Therefore, a decision maker may jump (to conclusions?) through all phases in a nonprescribed sequence.
The difference between accident management and plant control in a normal situation is
that now the procedure for how to deal with this situation does not yet exist, it has to
be created through a decision making process. Further differences are caused by from
uncertainty and incompleteness of information and lack of time to search through all
options. Therefore, the final solution will often be the best possible, considering the
circumstances (also called a 'satisfying' solution).
Figure 3.1-1 is a schematic representation of the 3 phase model of the decision making
process. The arrowhead lines represent the non-prescribed sequence of decision making
activities. The lines next to each phase show its main characteristic: narrowing down
all possible problems to the most urgent, generating as many solutions as is possible
and selecting a 'satisfying' solution.
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3.2

Decision Support

Support to the decision making process can be provided in terms of data, models and
interfaces. Data represents the information that can be provided to the decision maker.
A model represents the way these data are related; it needs to be compatible with the
view of the decision maker upon the problems and their solutions. The interface
provides a way (or more ways) to search through the data, and shows their
relationships according to the model. These 3 elements of decision support are shown
in a mathematical decision making process:
a. definition:

312/11 - ...
A: > 25 , < 27
B: > 29 , < 31
C: > 27 , < 29

in generation:
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C is the solution to this problem Also,
28.3636.... is a solution, but its 'adverse
effect1
is that it is not an option
mentioned in the problem definition.

In this example the data are all the numbers mentioned, and the options A, B and C. To
generate a solution, a calculation model for division of two integer numbers was used.
The notation that enabled the decision maker to perform the division provided an
interface to the model and the data; the line indicating the boundaries of A, B and C is
another interval to support the decision making.
With respect to the 3 phases of the decision making process, introduced in the
preceding section, it should be noted that each phase can be supported with its own
data, models and interfaces. In the example above, most imported interfaces are found
in the solution generation phase. The overall model is the mathematical approach to
problem solving, but the division model is also used in the solution generation phase.
Using decision support may lead to a different view of the decision maker to certain
aspects of the decision making process. In the above example, this may lead to a
different model for the solution generation phase; instead of dividing 312 by 11, the
boundary values of the A, B and C intervals could also be multiplied by 11.
In general, the data, models and interfaces may be changed, extended or abandoned
because using the support system lead to new insights (other relevant data, a better
model, different presentation of information) of the user. Since the design of a support
system is based upon the three components, changes in one component do not
necessarily lead to changes in the others.
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A schematic representation of a decision support system can be a simple matrix of
decision phases and support components. The relation between the components is also
easily drawn; the interface providing the decision maker access to both data and
models.

Data

Models

Interface

Problem
Definition

Solution
Generation

Solution
Evaluation

Models
Interface

Data

Decision Makers

Figure 3.2-1 Decision Support System; Components and Architecture
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In this chapter, the accident management topics discussed in chapter 2, will be matched
with the 3-phase model of decision making and the 3 decision support components that
were both introduced in chapter 3. The result will be a description of a support system
for Containment and Release Management; the prototype support system that has been
developed and described in chapters 5 and 6, is based upon this description.

4.1

AMS, Decision Making Phases

In each section it is first described which topics provide support in the decision phase
in question. Next, it is shown how they can be combined.
4.1.1

Problem definition
Safety Objective Trees

The Safety Objective Trees (SOTs) for Containment and Release Management (CRM)
provide a limited set of problems (the SOT mechanisms; that will be referred to as
threats from here) on which can be focused. This can be a good support in this phase
as long as each possible situation of the plant during an accident can be described in
terms of these problems/threats.
However, these threats are based on physical phenomena that may be hard to diagnose
as they do not always match with a plant's systems. Therefore, threats don't correspond
to the operators model of the plant's systems and processes, but the accident
management team will be able to use this model. The relation between threats and
safety functions and -objectives may help to define the priority of each threat.

Information Needs

An analysis of Information Needs based upon SOTs, provides a set of indicators for
each threat of the Safety Objective Tree. These indicators, process and status
parameters like the temperature of the coolant and the failure of a system, enable
determining which threats are 'active' at the moment (e.g. a hydrogen bum or an
interfacing system loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA)) or have the potential to become
active in the near future. Except for the indicators, also boundary values for each
indicator are required; a threat can be diagnosed as (potentially) 'active' when these
boundary values are exceeded by the actual values of the indicators. The boundary
values of indicators are also the result of an Information Needs analysis.
The results of such an analysis, the sets of indicators and their boundary values, are of
course very plant specific and therefore the analysis' results are not directly usable for
other plants, but the concepts behind it are.
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Emergency Response Data System

The data set of the Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) is very useful for plant
monitoring as it limits the amount of information that can be used for establishing the
problem definition. This may be very time saving as a complex system like a Nuclear
Power Plant (NPP) 'generates1 a lot of information that could be used in an accident
management situation.
On the other hand it has to be sure that in any situation the amount of information that
is provided to the decision maker will be sufficient. However, the ERDS data set may
need extension if it is to be used for determining which threats are actually a challenge
to the plant's safety function, and to distinguish the priority between threats. The
extended ERDS data set that we propose is listed in appendix B.

Plant Status Model

The plant status model somewhat combines the features of SOTs and Information
Needs. It provides a limited set of problems (state of RCS and Containment) to which
a set of indicators are related. The plant status model is much closer to the plant than
SOTs are, which makes this model very understandable.
Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Plant Damage States also provide a limited set of problems, that are closely related to
PWR systems and process. Accident sequences serve as the indicators of each PDS.
Additionally they create a direct link to results from PSA studies which may be a very
useful information source, e.g. when actual information becomes less accurate or
reliable (uncertainty), use of PSA data may lead to a better interpretation.
However PSA studies are based upon sequences of events; whenever an accidents
doesn't follow one of these predefined paths, the usability of the PDSs is limited.
Furthermore, the Plant Damage States are very plant specific.

Calculation Models

Simple calculation models can provide information about the situation in the plant that
can no longer be measured. Decay heat curves are a good example; when the reactor is
scrammed, the decay heat (power) that is still generated can't be measured. Also
calculation models can predict the timing of critical events, like steam generator dryout
and core uncovery. The latter is also a process parameter (water level in the reactor
vessel) that can't always be measured; a reactor vessel is not always equipped with a
level indicator.
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Combining support elements

In figure 4.1-1 it is shown how the Safety Objective Tree (SOT) can be related to the
plant, using Information Needs indicators and calculated process parameters. Both
should be contained by the ERDS data set.

Calculation Models
Information Needs
NPP

Resticted, well defined set
of information
ERDS dataset
W///////mw////////m////////^^

Safety
Function

Threat

Threat

\

Threat

Safety Objective Tree

Figure 4.1 -1

Problem Definition; Combining SOT, ERDS, Information Needs
and Calculation Models.
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A similar combination can be made for the plant status model, shown in figure 4.1-2.
Information Needs and SOT are now replaced by the status model and the indicators
that are part of it. The ERDS data set now should contain the set of indicators, of
whom some may be calculated.

Calculation Models
Indicators
NPP
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of Information
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Containment
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0
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X

F

Plant Status Model

Figure 4.1 -2

Problem Definition; Combining Plant Status Model, ERDS
and Calculation Models.
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Finally, Plant Damage States and ERDS can be combined when the ERDS data set
enables identification of the accident sequences that were modeled in the PDS model;
figure 4.1-3.

Accident Sequences
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Figure 4.1-3
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4.1.2

Solution Generation
Safety Objective Trees

In the Safety Objective Trees (SOTs) for Containment and Release Management
(CRM), applicable strategies are directly coupled to each threat. This is a very good
support to solution generation because all possible solutions can be provided
immediately. Furthermore, beneficial and adverse effects of each strategy are described
extensively, as they are a specific topic of research. This supports determining which
of all possible solutions are adequate in this situation; do beneficial effects 'outnumber'
the adverse effects or not. The strategies can be related to plant systems and resources
(e.g. water tanks) that can implement the strategy. SOTs are therefore a model for both
problem definition and solution generation phase.

Plant Status Model

The plant status model doesn't provide a relationship between the damage conditions
and accident management strategies at this moment. Therefore, the plant status model
is not very useful for decision support, as it fails to connect two succeeding decision
phases.
Emergency Response Data System

When each resource is monitored by a parameter of the Emergency Response Data
System (ERDS) data set, e.g. the water level in a safety injection system tank, this
supports determining which strategies can/can't be implemented. Also these parameters
can be used to predict beneficial/adverse effects of a strategy; e.g. the temperature of
Containment Spray System spray determines to which extent steam in the containment
will condensate. Steam inerts hydrogen, therefore steam condensation increases the risk
of hydrogen combustion, which is another threat. When the spray temperature is
higher, condensation will be less.
The ERDS data set was originally created to monitor the accident situation; for
adequate support in this solution generation decision phase, the data set should be
extended. Our proposal for such an extension is included in appendix B.

Plant Model
Information about the plant configuration enables determining through which
systems/pipes/valves, resources can be transported from their tanks to wherever
needed. This supports solution generation by creating as much implementations of a
strategy as possible. Also other aspects of implementations can be considered, like
which operator actions have to be performed, in which sequence and how much time
will this take. This information supports generation of solutions and also serves as an
interface to the operator.
A plant model was not described in chapter 2, but is mentioned here because in this
decision phase possible solutions have to be related to the actual plant.
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Expert Opinion
Many severe accident situations have been analyzed and simulated. Often, different
strategies are compared. These results, described in research articles, provide
information about possible strategies, which can be an adequate source of support
when the actual situation matches the analyzed situation.

Calculation Models

In the solution generation phase, simple calculation models can predict the effects,
beneficial and adverse, of a strategy. This supports solution generation, as it enables to
determine whether the beneficial effects of each possible solution (strategy)
'outnumber1 the adverse effects or not. Only in the first case strategies are worthwhile
to be further examined in the solution evaluation phase of decision making.
Calculated results of complex calculation models provide the same support, but here
the accident scenario from which the results were derived have to match with the actual
situation.

Probabilistic Safety Assessment

Containment Event Trees (CETs) contain paths along which the accident progresses.
When an accident situation is analyzed with and without implementing a strategy, the
effect of this strategy can be determined by comparing release categories. This offers
good support in this decision phase as all options are already modeled.
However, it may be hard to match the actual situation during an accident with a 'node'
in the CET when the accident doesn't progress along a CET-path. Another difficulty
may be to determine which node in the CET corresponds to the actual situation, but
this is not a problem restricted to the use of CETs.
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Combining support elements

The Safety Objective Trees (SOTs) provide accident management strategies. The
beneficial and adverse effects are described (expert opinion) and can be calculated
using simple models or calculated results of more complex models that match to the
current situation. Whether or not a strategy can be implemented depends upon the
availability of systems and resources; captured by a Plant Model and monitored by an
extended ERDS data set. This combination of support elements is schematically drawn
in figure 4.1-4.

Calculation Model

Safety
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\ Thread
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Threat
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System

Resource

NPP
Plant Model

Figure 4.1-4 Solution Generation; Combining SOT, ERDS, a Plant Model,
Expert Opinion and Calculation Models.
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As the Plant Status model doesn't provide a link to accident management strategies, the
only alternative (within the scope of chapter 2) for support of the solution generation
phase is based on Containment Event Trees (CETs). Each release category supports
generating solutions (strategies) when each possible solution for a specific situation is
part of the CET model and a release category is calculated with and without
implementing this solution. The complete set of strategies and their implementations
can be derived from the Plant Model; their availability can be monitored using the
extended ERDS data set. This is pointed out in figure 4.1-5 below:

Release Category
Strategy X applied

Release Category
Strategy Z applied

[ Release Category
I Strategy X not applied

Plant
Damage

Containment

State

Event Tree
Strategies
{A.B.C

X.Y.Z}
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V

System

NPP
Plant Mode!

Figure 4.1 -5 Solution Generation; Combining CETs, ERDS and a Plant Model.
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4.1.3

Solution Evaluation
Influence Diagrams

When there are more strategies or implementations of a strategy found to be possible
solutions, choosing a 'satisfying' solution can be supported by influence diagrams.
However a diagram with all options to be chosen from has to be available. As creating
these diagrams isn't a straightforward process that can be performed at real time, they
have to be available in advance. Also all the data required for the dependency relations
modeled in the diagram have to be available for the current situation. If these
conditions are met, success rates and most critical parameters (events/operator actions)
of each solution can be calculated and compared. At this moment the required
influence diagrams are not available. It is also not known how generic or plant specific
they will be.

Expert Opinion

Research articles dealing with physical phenomena or (comparison of) strategies can
also support the evaluation of possible strategies. The situation described in these
articles may correspond to the actual situation during an accident; the conclusions
could than influence/support the decision making.

Calculation Models

In this decision phase, calculation models can be used to determine which strategy has
the best predicted effect on the situation. This can be a combination of (large)
beneficial and (small) adverse effects.
Probabilistic Safety Assessment

The release categories that result from the Containment Event Tree are, like the
predicted effect provided by calculation models, able to distinguish the most effective
solution (strategy) of all possible solutions.
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Combining support elements

Influence diagrams can be related to the Safety Objective Trees; the decisions model
each possible strategy (implement it yes or no), the dependencies model both beneficial
and adverse effects and the events model the threats. The role of expert opinion and
calculation models remains somewhat the same as in the solution generation phase.
The difference is that now these information sources are used to select the best possible
solution (i.e. comparing different solutions), whereas in the solution generation phase
they were used to examine each solution individually. In figure 4.1-6 the way these
elements can be combined is presented schematically:

Calculation Mode!

Safety
Function

/
p,
Threat

Threat

\
Safety Objective Tree

Figure 4.1-6 Solution Evalation; Combining SOT, ERDS, Influence Diagrams,
Expert Opinion and Calculation Models.
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Solution evaluation based upon Containment Event Trees (CETs) is shown in figure
4.1-7. Comparing the release categories of all strategies that were identified as a more
possible solution should indicate the best possible solution. In fact, the calculation
models and the expert opinion that were mentioned explicitly in figure 4.1-6 (solution
evaluation based upon SOTs), are now already integrated in the CETs. Release
categories were derived using complex calculation models like MAAP and RELAP,
expert opinion was used to derive the accident progression paths in each CET.

i-H V

Release Category
i Strategy X applied

fe

Release Category

j

I Strategy Z applied

J

Release Category
L Strategy X not applied

Plant
Damage

Containment

State

Event Tree
Strategies
{A,F,P,Z}

Figure 4.1-7 Solution Evaluation; using CETs.
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4.2

Decision Support Components

All decision support elements described in the decision phases in section 4.1 is now
grouped in terms of decision support components; models, data and interface.

4.2.1

Models
Safety Objective Trees and Probabilistic Safety Assessment

The Safety Objective Tree (SOT) model supports each decision phase and offers a link
to other decision supporting models, as influence diagrams, expert opinion and
calculation models. The plant status model lacks a link from problem definition phase
to the solution generation phase. Plant Damage States (PDSs) and Containment Event
Trees (CETs) support each decision phase, like the SOT model. The difference
between these models can be described in terms of "event-based" and "symptombased"; accident sequences (PDS) and accident progression paths (CET) are "eventbased", threats (physical phenomena) correspond to symptoms. Another important
difference is the original purpose of both models; SOTs were introduced to identify the
information needs of accident management teams, whereas PDSs and CETs are used to
analyze the risk of a plant to the environment (accident management purpose vs. risk
analysis tools).

Plant Model

A Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) plant model is needed to translate strategies into
possible implementations and operator actions. In general, accident management
support needs a model of the plant that is to be managed. The model is also required to
provide the plants1 process and status data. The PWR model supports both problem
definition and solution generation phase.

Calculation Models

Calculation models can predict the effect of strategies on threats, providing support to
the solution generation phase (compare beneficial and adverse effects of one strategy)
and to the solution evaluation phase (compare beneficial and adverse effects of
multiple strategies). Other calculation models can estimate the possible duration of a
strategy, thereby supporting both solution generation and - evaluation phases. Finally,
calculation models can predict process related parameter like decay heat after shutdown; depending on the parameter, this can support either decision making phase.
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4.2.2

Data
Information Needs

Information Needs links the threats of the SOT model to the PWR model by means of
a set of indicators. Each indicator is a process or status parameter, relevant to a threat,
and a corresponding set of constraint values that determine if when a threat will
become a challenge to a safety function.
Emergency Response Data System

The ERDS data set supports the problem definition phase, serving as indicators for
threats. When parameters related to resources (water levels in tanks, diesel generator
performance) are included in the data set, also the solution generation phase is
supported. Finally, process parameters required for calculation models predicting the
effect of strategies on threats can be included in the data set, supporting both solution
generation and -evaluation phase.
Expert Opinion

Expert Opinion concerning threats and strategies can support the comparison of
beneficial and adverse effects of a strategy (or multiple strategies). Also constraint
values of threat indicator values, like hydrogen combustion becomes a threat above a
concentration of 5% in absence of steam, can be derived from expert opinion (or
research results in general).

Plant Data

Three types of data contained by the PWR model can be distinguished; process, status
and design data. Process data, like the ERDS data set, supports each decision phase;
as threat indicators in the problem definition phase (coolant temperature/pressure,
radiation level in the containment) and as input for calculation models in solution
generation and -evaluation phases (concentration of hydrogen in the containment).
Status parameters also serve as indicators in the problem definition phase (positions of
valves, safety injection systems activated/available/failed). In the solution generation
phase they help to identify possible implementations of strategies (status of
Containment Spray System, pipes being broken or not). Design parameters may serve
as constraint values of indicators in the problem definition phase (design pressure of
the reactor vessel). In solution generation and -evaluation phase, design parameters can
serve as input for calculation models (volume of a tank, pump capacity).
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4,23

Interface

The interface for Containment and Release Management support, should integrate the
following aspects:
1. provide an interface to the plant model. The Integrated Process and Status
Overview (IPSO) [Bouwmeester '96] can be used for this purpose as it visualizes
the plants' processes in terms of systems and data.
2. distinguish data types; process, status and design data.
3. indicate which data is part of the (extended) ERDS data set. These data can be
used for communication between operators and accident management team.
4. provide an interface to the Safety Objective Tree model. The tree structure
indicates the relations between safety functions and threats. The complex
relationships between threats and strategies are visualized in influence diagrams,
but can also be expressed in terms of threats and strategies. The status of safety
functions and threats can be indicated using the color-code that is also used during
normal plant operation (yellow/orange/red).
5. provide a link between individual threats and threat indicators / calculation models
/ influence diagrams / expert opinion and preventing/mitigating strategies relevant
to that threat.
6. indicate which systems and resources can be used to implement a strategy. Also
the complex relationships among strategies can be expressed or visualized in terms
of systems and resources.
7. the structure of Plant Damage States and Containment Event Trees can serve as
the interface as is the case with Safety Objective Trees. As both trees can be very
large a mechanism should be provided to focus on relevant parts of the trees.
8. accident sequences should be related to indicators. When identified, a search
mechanism based on accident sequences can help to identify relevant parts of the
trees.

The interface should further provide the user (decision maker) access to all information
in a user-defined order. This flexibility supports the nature of the decision making
process.
Such a flexible interface has to deal with a variety of 'media'; text (expert opinion),
graphs showing logical relationships (SOT, PDS, CET, Influence Diagrams), data
(process, status, design parameters), colors (color-code of status).
Information Technology is able to integrate these media, as well as the data and the
(logical and calculation) models. This is why we have chosen to develop a prototype
support system computer application. The design and implementation of this
application is described in chapter 5 and 6 respectively. A user-session with this
application is described in chapter 7.
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AMS System Design

In this chapter the objectives (section 5.1) and requirements (section 5.2) of an AMS
tool based on chapter 4 are described. They were derived from evaluation of initial
prototypes. Further, the conceptual design of a system that can demonstrate such an
AMS tool (section 5.3) and the architecture & functional decomposition of this system
(section 5.4) are presented. Section 5.5 states the choices that were made in these
stages of application design, and points out some alternatives. The actual
implementation of each application is described in chapter 6.

5.1

Objectives

The objectives of the design and development of a computerized tool for AMS are
derived from the description of decision support for Containment and Release
Management (chapter 4).:
1. Show the possibilities of currently available knowledge on Accident Management
and its support to operators / Technical Support Center of a NPP and to
researchers in any field relevant to AMS.
2. Contribute to the communication between research groups by showing how their
work is related with respect to AMS.
3. Use this tool as a prototype to gain better insights in the requirements of an AMS
tool that can provide adequate support in severe accident situations.
4. Show which knowledge is required to provide better support and help to specify
that knowledge.
5. Create a generic application with respect to AMS and NPPs, and at the same time
focus on Containment and Release Management and a specific Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR).
6. Use Information Technology to provide an interface to the models and data
components of AMS (text, calculations, logical relationships,...)
7. Demonstrate the possibilities of Information Technology for AMS (research).
8. Keep the design changeable (apply better support-components when available) and
extendible (include results of future research).
9. Demonstrate this AMS tool, using simulated process parameter data of a severe
accident scenario.
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5.2

Requirements

During the project prototype applications were developed in order to derive a set of
requirements regarding the functionality that should be provided.
Accident Scenario

1. A fixed scenario, a data file containing process parameter values of a MAAP
simulation, will be used (section 2.8). A plant simulator would allow actual
implementation of strategies, but developing an AMS-tool that can be related to a
simulation program is beyond the scope of this project. Process parameters that
are part of the ERDS data set, but are not available in the data file, still have to be
presented. The scenario that is available doesn't provide status data.
2. The scenario must be controllable by the user (start, pause, stop). Pause is
required when the user decides to check other functions or information offered by
the AMS tool. Start and stop are required because the AMS tool should also be
usable for 'looking around' and see what kind of information is relevant to AMS.
3. A refresh of ERDS data has to be performed every 15 seconds. Adjustment of this
time interval should be provided to the user. Scenario's can take up to 24 hours; a
mechanism to process the data faster than real time will be necessary.
4. The calculation models provided in the AIMS application [Putra '93] (e.g. decay
heat curves) have to be available to calculate ERDS parameters. Preferably the
AIMS code (C1"1") should be reused.
5. The ERDS data should also be provided as graphs vs. time. This enables trend
analysis but also gives the user a better view to the scenario. The plots vs. time can
be provided independent of the 'scenario time' (time is a parameter in the scenario
data file) for demonstration purposes.

Plant Systems and Data

1. An Integrated Process and Status Overview (IPSO) is used in the Kern Centrale
Borssele (KCB), which is the NPP that is used to fill our generic PWR model with
data. This IPSO should also be the interface to PWR systems in this AMS tool.
2. Relevant PWR systems and systems related data must be available
(process/status/design data). The presentation format should support the
distinguishing of these three types of data. Prototyping resulted in using P&IDs for
status data. These diagrams show each component of a system and the way they
are connected. P&IDs can serve as an IPSO at system level, whereas IPSO itself is
used at process level.
3. A 'living' picture should be provided that visualizes the situation in the plant (water
levels in the vessel and other tanks, pumps or other systems being activated or not
(status). This could help users, who have little knowledge about a plant and its
configuration, to get a better grip on this subject.
The picture also provides new types of information; the position of a system inside
the containment and the compartmentalization of the containment. This
information would help to determine whether or not water, used to flood a break
location (a strategy), will reach the reactor cavity (a beneficial or adverse effect).
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AMS, problem definition phase

1. Present the SOT model clearly, the tree structure and all tree elements. This would
also provide an overview of all possible problems (supporting the problem
definition phase).
2. Use ERDS data to serve as indicators that define a status for each threat. Use the
color codes that are also used at the plant to indicate the threat status. The status
of each threat should also be available at the threat overview, the focus for the
solution generation phase should be on the threats that have the 'highest' threat
status.
3. Provide background (text) information about each threat. This information may
contain further references to research literature.
4. The threat overview, showing the complete SOTs, should provide a direct link to
each individual threat. The background information (3.) and threat indicators (2.)
can be shown for each threat. A mechanism should be provided to enable the user
to determine the status of each threat; changes in status should be visible on the
threat overview.

AMS, solution generation/evaluation phase

1. Present each AM strategy that could be used to prevent or mitigate a threat. This
threat would be the one found most urgent to deal with in the problem definition
phase. The interface should provide a direct link between this threat and the
strategies that may be used.
2. For each strategy mentioned, information about the beneficial and adverse effects
has to be available. These effect could also be visualized at the threat overview. If
an overview of all strategies is available, the effect of implementing a specific
strategy upon other strategies can also be visualized.
3. When a mechanism is provided that would allow the user to simulate
implementation of a strategy, a what-if analysis can be performed. This type of
support would help to identify the complexity of the situation.
4. Indicate where calculation models and influence diagrams that are relevant to the
situation can be accessed. Both however, will not be implemented in the AMS
application during this project.
Application Requirements

1. The AMS application should run on any PC using MS Windows.
2. Useful features offered by Information Technology for AMS should be
demonstrated.
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5.3

Conceptual Design

The requirements stated in the previous section (5.2) will now be translated into a
conceptual design of the AMS tool. The conceptual design serves as an intermediate
between requirements and final implementation. Entity Relationship Diagrams and
Data Flow Diagrams are used to determine what data are necessary and available,
Entity Relationship, and for which activities these data are to be used, Data Flow, to
provide the required functionality.
5.3.1

Entity Relationship Diagrams
Introduction

Entity Relationship (ER) diagrams are used in this section, to describe each element
(entity, e.g. threat or process parameter) and their mutual dependencies (relationship
between entities, e.g. a threat 'challenging' a safety function). Relevant elements are
those required to be available for realization of the functionality stated in the
requirements, section 5.2. Entities are represented by boxes in the ER diagrams,
relationships are represented by diamonds. Ellipses represent important aspects of
entities or relations, called attributes, like the name of a threat or the dimension of a
process parameter. First, a simple ER diagram is presented, figure 5.3-1, showing the
notation that will be used. Then, ER diagrams of the Plant Model (figure 5.3-2) and of
the Safety Objective Tree Model (figure 5.3-3) are shown. Finally, these models are
integrated in a final ER diagram (figure 5.3-5).

PWR System

Process
Parameter

Figure 5.3-1 ER Diagram; notation of Entities, Relations and Attributes

In ER diagrams, also the type of relationship can be included; one to one, one to many
or many to many ([1:1], [1:N], [N:M] respectively). For example; each process
parameter monitors only one PWR system, but a PWR system can be monitored by
more than one process parameter. In fact, there can be PWR systems that aren't
monitored at all; a [0:N] relationship. This kind of characterization of relationships is
required to develop a relational database. The AMS application is developed for
demonstration purposes and doesn't require such a database. Therefore, this
characterization of relationships, called the cardinality of a relationship, is left out.
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ER Diagram of the PWR Model

The PWR Model should contain all systems and resources relevant to accident
management. The model can be made for different purposes, from containing process
data to model based diagnosis, automated reasoning. In the first case, a list of systems
and resources and their corresponding data would suffice. In the latter case, where
finding failing components, or alternative paths to transport coolant from storage
location to where ever needed, can be automated, also the way these systems are
connected and influence each other, has to be modeled and made available to a
searching algorithm.
For this project the presentation of data and their purpose for AMS is sufficient. The
connections between systems and resources will be presented in an IPSO-like
(Integrated Process and Status Overview) representation of the plant. As different data
types (process, status, design) should be presented separate to demonstrate their
specific usability, they were also modeled as separate entities. The sphere and the
double lines in the diagram represent the fact that process and status parameters are
both parameters that monitor PWR systems. The availability of systems and resources
represents their status (e.g. OK, failed, recoverable).
This PWR model can be used to represent any PWR, by adding/subtracting systems
and changing the systems data. The data used to fill the PWR model are obtained from
the Kern Centrale Borssele (KCB). Differences in connections between systems can be
modeled changing the IPSO. The IPSO being the interface to the plant model and data,
is not represented in the ER diagram. The P&ID contains a schematic representation of
the components of each system.

name, value
dimension

Status
Parameter

Process
Parameter

Design
Parameter

PWR System
or Resource

Figure 5.3-2 ER Diagram of the PWR Model
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ER Diagram of the Safety Objective Tree Model

The Safety Objective Tree (SOT) is rather difficult to capture in an ER model. This is
mainly caused by the different dependencies between strategies and threats; a threat
can be prevented or mitigated by a strategy which may invoke other threats to
challenge a safety function (the adverse effect of the strategy). This would lead to a
relationship between a threat/strategy pair and other threats and strategies.
In the ER model, the beneficial effect and the adverse effect are introduced to be able
to model all relevant relationships required to perform a what-if analysis. The central
prevent/mitigate 'diamond' in the diagram models the initial relationship between a
threat, its preventing/mitigating strategy and the beneficial and adverse effect that will
occur when this strategy is implemented. The adverse effect contains other threats that
could be invoked by this strategy, and other strategies that will be disabled. The
beneficial effect contains other threats that are also prevented or mitigated by the same
strategy and other strategies that will be enabled.
For example, cavity flooding prevents basemat melt through. The adverse effect is an
increased risk (invoked) of ex vessel steam explosion, another mechanism, and the
disabling of another strategy; dry cavity which is excluded by the flood cavity strategy.
The exact qualification of relationships, viz. invoked meaning increased risk in this
example, depends very much on the situation; it is contained in the expert opinion
attribute.

Safety
Function

Beneficial
Effect

Adverse
Effect

Strategy

Figure 5.3-3 ER Diagram of the SOT Model

Not every element in the SOT is part of the ER model. Threats are modeled since the
accident management strategies are directly related to them and safety functions are
modeled as an analogy to normal plant operation where safety functions play an
important role. For this prototype application of an AMS tool for Containment and
Release Management the focus was on the complex dependencies between threats and
strategies, rather than safety objectives or challenges. From the decision making point
of view the latter are less important.
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ER Diagram of the Integrated Model

The integrated model, figure 5.3-5, shows how Safety Objective Trees (SOTs) can be
connected to the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) model. In fact there are 2
connections; the threats in the SOT model are diagnosed using parameters obtained
from the PWR model, and strategies that results from a decision making process based
upon the SOT model, are implemented in terms of PWR systems and resources.
The indicator and indicator constraint entities that were introduced by the first
connection, threat to plant data, point out the specific use of the data types that were
distinguished. The implementation entity represents the systems and resources that are
required to use a strategy. The availability of an implementation depends upon the
availability (status; OK, failed,...) of each required system or resource.
Together these two connections represent the communication between plant and control
room; with the SOT model being a 'connection' between problem (indicators) and
solution (implementation). Both ends of the support system for the decision making
process are thus connected to the plant, as it was intended. In figure 5.3-4, these
connections are pointed out; the ER diagram of the integrated model (fig 5.3-5) is
closely related to it.
The twofold use of (simple) calculation models is also shown; calculated parameters
that serve as threat status indicators, and the predicted effect of strategies upon threats,
both using plant process- and design parameters as input for the calculation
algorithms. The relationship between beneficial-, adverse- and predicted effect is not
modeled in the ER diagram, but the predicted effect can be compared to the expert
opinion that describes the beneficial- and adverse effects. The predicted effect can also
be compared among strategies, in the solution evaluation phase.
The relationship between the SOT model and Influence Diagrams is only indicated;
Influence Diagrams were found to be 'connectable' to the SOT model, but they will not
be used in this prototype application.
The extended Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) should at least cover the set
of indicators.
In the integrated model, the relationships between entities in PWR- and SOT model are
not repeated, in order to limit the size of figure 5.3-5. The relationship between input
parameters and algorithms in an ER diagram of calculation models are straightforward
and therefore also left out.
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Figure 5.3-4 Introduction to the Integrated Model ER diagram
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Figure 5.3-5 ER Diagram of the Integrated Model
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5.3.2

Data Flow Diagrams
Introduction

Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) are used to model processes and the way data is involved
in it. A process, or action, represented by a circle; the name of the process is indicated
by the text inside the circle. Data is represented by an open box; the type of data is
described by the text inside the box. Arrows indicate whether data is required as input
for a process, arrow points towards the circle, or data is the result of a process, arrow
points towards the box. Arrows also indicate the precedence order of processes.
Straight lines are used to connect a box to a circle, curved lines to connect circles
Together these processes and data describe a specific function of a system. When this
function is complex, a functional decomposition is often used to deal with this
complexity. In DFDs, functional decomposition is supported using multiple levels; at
top level the functional decomposition is described as a DFD. Each top-level process
can then be decomposed in a lower level DFD. When the processes in a DFD can be
translated into elementary functions (algorithms) no further decomposition is required.
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In figure 5.3-6, an example DFD is given; showing how accident management based
upon indicators may come up with a strategy that can be implemented by operator
actions. The effect of the strategy should be noticed following the indicators that result
from monitoring plant parameters. Plant monitoring is a continuous process, as is
accident management; operator actions are only required when a strategy was found.
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AMS, functional decomposition

In figure 5.3-7 the three decision phases are shown, including their required and
resulting data. Of each phase, a decomposition will be described in the next sections of
this chapter. The curved lines connecting decision phases in both directions represent
the nature of the decision making process, being anything but a straightforward
process (chapter 3). The data shown as input and output of the decision making
process corresponds to the integrated model (figure 5.3-4 and 5.3-5); indicators,
acquired through plant monitoring are used to diagnose the plant and the best possible
(satisfying) strategy that results can be implemented by operator actions requiring
plant systems and resources.
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Figure 5.3-7 DFD; top level AMS
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AMS, Problem Definition phase

The DFD in figure 5.3-8 points out how the most urgent threat can be derived from an
overview of all threats, including their status. The status will be determined
individually, using indicators, constraints and background information relevant to the
threat.
Indicators, indicator constraints and most urgent threat were already introduced in the
functional decomposition DFD in figure 5.3-7, as required and resulting data with
respect to the problem definition phase.
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Figure 5.3-8 DFD; Problem Definition Phase
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AMS, Solution Generation phase

In this decision making phase, possible strategies are to be generated for the threat
found most urgent. All available strategies, for a specific threat, are indicated by the
Safety Objective Tree; each available strategy can be selected and its beneficial or
adverse effects can be determined by examining expert opinion or by predicting the
effect using calculation models and plant parameters.

Predicted
Effect
Algorithm
Input parameters

Determine
beneficial
& adverse
effects

Possible
Strategies

beneficial
& adverse
effects
Expert Opinion

Provide
available
strategies

Available
Strategies

most urgent
threat

Figure 5.3-9 DFD; Solution Generation Phase
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AMS, Solution Evaluation phase

The DFD for this phase closely resembles the DFD for the solution generation phase.
The differences are, starting with possible strategies instead of available strategies, and
comparing of multiple strategies instead of examining individual strategies. The use of
influence diagrams is new in this phase. Comparing the effects of different strategies
will finally result in a satisfying strategy; the best possible solution, given the
circumstances. This strategy can be implemented by operator actions involving
systems and resources.

Algorithm
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effects
Expert Opinion

Provide
possible
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Figure 5.3-10 DFD; Solution Evaluation Phase
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5.4

System Architecture
Introduction

The system architecture describes a functional decomposition of all functionality listed
in the requirements. Logical grouping of functionality (e.g. sharing the same data,
serving the same purpose) results in the creation of subsystems. The systems
architecture describes these subsystems and the way they are connected.
The decomposition serves a better maintainability, as changes in functionality will
restrict to a subsystem instead of the whole system. Furthermore, each subsystem is
smaller and therefore easier to develop and maintain (less complexity). However, the
decomposition has to be performed in such a way that these advantages are actually
established.

Decomposition into Subsystems

A logical decomposition is to distinguish between Plant and AMS, like plant and
control room. The same approach to AMS should be possible for any Plant, changing
the Plant subsystem, or another approach to AMS, based on something else than
SOTs, can be developed for the same Plant, like modification of the control room while
the plant is unchanged.
Further, a living Picture of the plant and Graphs of ERDS data can be separated from
the Plant subsystem. When they are available as separate subsystems, the user can
view the PWR data and systems in three different ways at the same time. This is
another reason for decomposition than for Plant & AMS, but the availability of these
three views at the same time seemed valuable during prototyping.
Calculation models for prediction of the effect of a strategy should be placed in another
subsystem, separated from AMS, as they can also be useful for Accident Management
Support that is not based on SOTs. This is also the case for influence diagrams. Both
will not be implemented in the AMS tool but in this stage of the design, room will be
kept using the Evaluate subsystem. Another reason to separate calculation models and
influence diagrams is replaceability; when other calculation models or diagrams have
proved to be better they should be used instead of currently implemented models or
diagrams.
Background information about various topics can also be stored in a separate subsystem. If information about related topics is also available in the subsystem, access to
these topics can be provided. By turning it into a subsystem, named Info, information
about topics as well as new topics can easily be added to the current contents.
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Functionality of Subsystems

Titles of subsections in section 5.2 (requirements) will be indicated using italics:
Plant

Picture

Graph

AMS
Evaluate

Info

requirements 1-4 with respect to Accident Scenario, and requirements 1,2
of Plant Systems and Data (section 5.2, page 51) will be 'implemented' in
the plant subsystem. This means that it offers control of an accident
scenario available as a MAAP data file, and presents accident data in the
ERDS data set format. Furthermore, the subsystem provides access to
plant systems information, distinguishing process, status and design data,
using an IPSO-like interface. Finally, calculation models previously used in
the AIMS application will be provided by this subsystem.
this subsystem will offer the functionality described in requirement 3 of
Plant Systems and Data; a living picture visualizing the situation in the
plant.
this subsystem will offer the functionality described in requirement 5 of
Accident Scenario. ; graphs vs. time of each ERDS parameter available in
the MAAP data file.
all requirements stated in AMS, problem definition and AMS, solution
generation/evaluation will be implemented in the AMS subsystem
this subsystem is reserved for future extensions concerning influence
diagrams and calculation models that may predict the effect of strategies
upon threats.
this subsystem provides all background information and related topics. This
was not stated as a requirement, but results from the objectives stated in
section 5.1; providing better insights in accident management support to
both Technical Support Centers of Nuclear Power Plants and researchers in
any field relevant to AMS.

Connections between Subsystems

The Plant subsystem generates ERDS data when the accident scenario is activated.
This data is not only presented in the Plant subsystem, but also required by the AMS
and Picture subsystems; to serve as threat indicators and to make the picture living
respectively. The Graph subsystem also uses ERDS data, but this should be
independent of the Plant subsystem; when the scenario is 'playing' 30 minutes in the
Plant subsystem, graphs may be generated showing ERDS parameters over the first 8
hours of the accident scenario.
The Evaluate subsystem, when implemented, should be accessible through the AMS
subsystem, since each calculation model or influence diagram applies to a specific
situation, i.e. a specific threat; access therefore is case sensitive.
The Picture and Graph subsystem provide a specific view to the Plant subsystem, the
AMS subsystem demonstrates the approach to accident management support that was
developed in this project.
The Info subsystem can be both a standalone system and a subsystem that can be
accessed from all other subsystems. It has no influence on any other subsystem.

Figure 5.4-1 shows the subsystems and the way they are connected.
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Each subsystem shown in figure 5.4-1 will be implemented as a separate window
application using MultiMedia Toolbook 3.0. A description of Toolbook can be found
in appendix C. The implementation of each subsystem will be described in chapter 6 in
a separate section with the title of the section corresponding to the name of the
subsystem.
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Figure 5.4-1 System Architecture
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5.5

Design Considerations
PWR Model

The PWR Model distinguishes three types of data, that serve specific purposes for
plant monitoring and threat status definition. In case the results of an Information
Needs assessment (see section 2.4) is available, new insights in connecting Safety
Objective Trees to plant monitoring data may lead to a different integrated data model
and therefore also to a different PWR data model.
The PWR model does not contain information about the way systems are connected.
This information would enable a model based diagnosis application which could be a
promising support in the problem definition phase. However, the current data model
could be extended to enable this type of support.

SOT Model

The SOT data model is far different from what might be expected regarding the simple
structure of the tree. Introduction of two entities, beneficial and adverse effect, was
necessary to model each relationship between threats and strategies. These
relationships represent the complexity of decision making in accident management.
Future improvements to the model can be made when a qualification of each
relationship is modeled explicitly; it is now contained in the expert opinion attribute of
the beneficial and adverse effect, which is a (text) description of the effect. A
qualification of an effect describes the influence of plant conditions on the effect and it
enables to deal with expressions as early depressurization, where early depends on the
situation.

DFDs of Decision Phases

The activities modeled in the DFDs are generally connected in both directions. This is
a reflection of the character of a decision making process; a non prescribed sequence of
actions that the decision maker performs to find a satisfying solution.
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The functions and corresponding data related to the each subsystem will now be
implemented in a Toolbook application. A description of Toolbook is provided in
appendix C. Each window (the implementation of a subsystem) will be described in
terms of menu bar (what functionality is offered), book structure (how functions are
realized in terms of pages and backgrounds), and scripts (functionality implemented by
programming and location of the scripts in the book).

6.1

Plant Window

The Plant Window provides all PWR data that is available for demonstration of the
AMS tool that was developed. This window also controls all other Windows.
6.1.1

Menu Bar

The options at menu bar level are represented in CAPITALS, a sublevel (if available)
is represented bold, menu items in italics.
NPP
This menu option has 4 items; PWR Model, View, Print and Quit, each
having another level with menu items. PWR Model provides access to the
IPSO screen, which is divided into a primary and a secondary part (items
primary and secondary). The configuration item is linked to the configuration
screen. The View option activates the Graph- and Picture subsystem (separate
Windows) through the corresponding graph and picture menu items These
Windows are put on top of the screen (active Window). When activated, a
check mark appears in the menu item. This check mark disappears when the
corresponding window is closed or when the check marked menu item is
selected again ( a menu item switching its behavior between activating and
deactivating is also called a toggle). The Print option allows printing of the
current screen, using the setup and print items. Quit provides 2 items that
Close Plant Window (leave other Windows open) or Close all Windows
respectively. The plant Window being the server application will (in the first
case) notify other opened Windows that it is closed. Other Windows will then
no longer act as clients (requesting plant data) but as stand alone applications.
ERDS
This menu option has 2 items; Scenario and Data, each having another level
with menu items. The Scenario option has 4 items that control the scenario but
leave the screen unchanged (start, pause, continue, stop) Item 5, settings,
brings up the scenario screen, which offers the functionality mentioned before
(start stop) and also adjustment of time interval between refreshment of
ERDS data and a way to control the speed of playing the scenario (faster than
real-time). The Data option switches to the screen with process data (actual
scenario data when the scenario is 'playing') and status data (not related to the
scenario) through corresponding menu items.
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WINDOW
This menu option only provides the AMS Window item, which is a toggle for
opening/closing the AMS Window.
HELP
This menu option has 3 items; About switches to a screen with information
about this project and the project members. Using... switches to a screen
where information about using this application is provided. Help is a toggle
that activates/deactivates the Help Window, a hypertext document.

The selection of a menu item generates a 'message' for which a handler is places in the
book-script (see section 6.1.3). Switching to another screen corresponds with going to
another page (or set of pages) in the book (section 6.1.2). The link between menu items
and pages an scripts will be pointed out in the next 2 sections.
Figure 6.1-1, showing the menu bar of the Plant Window, points out the relationship
between menu items (menu bar at the top of the figure) and screens (pages) that will
show up when these menu items are selected (bottom of the figure). All other menu
options are not related to changing to a specific screen; they are related to scripts:

SRDS
PWR Model

Primary
Secondary
Configuration

Wirutew

Scenario

Start
Pause
Continue
Stop
Settings

View
Print
Quit

About

Data

Process
Status

AMS Window

About
Using

~l

Help

1

iPSO
* primary
• secondary
58,59

ERDS

Using

• process
• status

• menu bar
• screens

60-69

70-75

Configuration

PWR System Info

Scenario

• process
- PW Diagram
• design

4-57

Figure 6.1 -1 Menu bar and book structure of Plant Window
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6.1.2

Book Structure

The book structure will be described in terms of pages and backgrounds:
Page 1
Page 2

Page 3

Page 4 - 5 7

This page provides the About screen, activated by (Help/About). The
page only provides information and can only be 'left' using the menu.
This page provides the Configuration screen, activated by (NPP/PWR
Model/Configuration). The page only provides information and can only
be 'left' using the menu.
This page provides the Scenario screen, activated by
(ERDSIScenario!Settings). The page provides information about the type
of scenario used. Control buttons start, pause, continue and stop can
be activated with the mouse (left button). The scripts activated by
these controls correspond to those activated by the menu items. The
control changes color when activated. Furthermore, 'radio buttons' are
provided to adjust time interval (data refreshing) and speeding up the
playing of the scenario. The radio buttons also respond to the left
mouse button. The data, ERDS parameters and time, are presented on
another screen, discussed later.
These pages describe the PWR systems that are part of the PWR
Model. Each system is described on three succeeding pages, dedicated
to process data (the ERDS data from the scenario related to this
system), a Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID, showing the
systems' components) and design data (design pressures, temperatures,
pump capacities etc.). Buttons are provided on the screen to scroll
through all PWR systems. Pages describing different aspects of the
same system (process, P&ID, design) can be accessed through the tags
on top of the yellow information field (left mouse button).
Furthermore, the name of each system is indicated on the screen, and
buttons Qeft mouse button) are provided to switch to the IPSO screen
(primary & secondary coolant system). These screens can be accessed
using the menu bar option (NPP/PWR Model/primary or secondary), the

Page 58,59

Page 60 - 69

PWR systems screens can only be accessed through the IPSO screens.
These pages show the primary and secondary coolant system of the
PWR like a IPSO screen, accessible using the (NPP/PWR Model/Primary
or Secondary) menu item.. Each system is connected to a numbered
button. Clicking it with the left mouse button brings op the systems'
name. The right mouse button switches to the PWR system screen
corresponding to the system on the IPSO.
These pages show the ERDS process data set and demonstrates a
status data set using the same presentation form. These data screens
can be accessed through the (ERDSIData/Process- or Status Data). Both

data sets are presented on 5 pages, grouping of data is indicated above
the yellow information field. Switching from group to group (from
page to page) is possible activating the tags above the yellow
information field (same principle as with the PWR system pages). The
ERDS parameters available in the scenario data file are shown in
black, other parameters in white/gray.
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Page 70 - 75

These pages provide information about how to use this application,
activated by the (Help/Using...) menu item. The first of these pages
explains what can be found at the menu bar, the other pages each
describe a type of screen (PWR configuration page 2, PWR model
page 58/59, PWR systems page 4/57, scenario page 2 and ERDS data
page 60/69) These information pages can be accessed using the
buttons below the information field or activating the corresponding
'window' in the picture on the screen that points out the books'
structure (both using left mouse button).

These pages use the following backgrounds, indicated by the names of these
backgrounds:

intro

Pages 1-3 share the 'intro' background, title-fields and colored lines are
placed at this background, scenario control buttons, configuration,
scenario and about text-fields and the ECN and UT logo are places on
the corresponding pages (foreground).

pwrsystem

This background is shared by pages 4 - 57. The yellow information
field and the tags (process, P&ID and design) are places on the
background, as are the title field and the colored lines. A record field
at the background is filled on each page with the systems' name (at 3
succeeding pages). Yellow lines on each page hide a part of the
background to make the tag look like being connected to the field.

pwrmodel

Page 58,59 use this background, it is empty.

erds

This background is shared by pages 60 - 69. The yellow information
field and tags are placed on the background the same way as with the
'pwrsystem' background; only the size and number of tags are
changed. Title-fields and colored lines are also placed at the
background, as is a record field; the name of each data group is filled
in at each page, the buttons 'process' and 'status' are also placed at the
background, they toggle between status and process data by jumping 5
pages forward or backward. All process and status data are placed on
the foreground of each page. The time after scram (time corresponding
to the scenario-data) is presented in a field placed at the background.

using

Pages 70 - 75 share this background. Title-fields, colored lines,
information-(record)field, buttons to scroll through these pages and
application structure 'chart' are placed at this background. Buttons and
white 'window-like' figures are left mouse button sensitive. A red point
placed on the page corresponding to the figure, indicates which
information is currently shown. The first of these pages (shown when
(Help/Using...) is selected at the menu bar has a small text-field in the
upper right corner, explaining how to access the other pages.

Whenever there was enough room on the page, the background contains text indicating
the name of the application, Plant Window, and the type of screen/page currently
visible (e.g. PWR System, ERDS data).
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6.1.3

Scripts

The most important scripts in the Plant Widow are described here, categorized by
functionality; scenario control, menu items related to screens and to other Windows,
Dynamic Data Exchange and Dynamic Link Libraries. Names of handlers are printed
bold, script parameters in the c o u r i e r font.
Scenario control / ERDS data
ERDS data are read from file and presented on several screens on user request; the
scenario can be started, paused, stopped, played 'fast forward' and presented on screen
in different time intervals (refresh rates).
User control is offered on page 3 and as a menu bar option. Reading data from file and
refreshing data is controlled in the idle handler; this handler makes use of other
handlers/messages. Presentation of ERDS data is controlled on the corresponding page
or its background. These are the scripts used for ERDS data control:
to handle idle
system LOGICAL
scenActive, ScenPause, speedup
system DWORD
lastTime, scenTime
system WORD
refreshRate, speedFactor
if scenActive is true
if scenPause is false
if speedup is false
set timeElapsed to sysTime - lastTime
if timeElapsed*speedFactor > refreshRate
increment scenTime by refreshRate
set text of field "timeAfterScram"
of background "erds" to scenTime
format time text of field "timeAfterScram"
of background "erds" as "hh24:min:sec"
send refreshData
set lastTime to sysTime
end
else
increment scenTime by refreshRate
set displayTime to scenTime
format time displayTime as "hh24:min:sec"
set text of field "timeAfterScram"
of background "erds" to displayTime
send refreshData
set lastTime to sysTime
end
else
set lastTime to sysTime
end
end
if scenTime > 72000
send buttonUp to rectangle "stopButton" of page 3
end
end

s c e n A c t i v e is set to true by the start button, or to false by the stop button.
scenPause is set to true by the pause button or to false by the continue button.
These logical variables control whether or not ERDS data should be refreshed.
The logical variable speedup and the Gong) integers l a s t T i m e , sysTime,
scenTime, r e f r e s h R a t e and SpeedFactor determine when ERDS data
should be refreshed, speedup is set to true when 'play as fast as possible' is selected,
or to false otherwise. sysTime (provided by Toolbook) is compared to the
l a s t T i m e that data was refreshed. When the difference (timeElapsed) exceeds
the user defined r e f r e s h R a t e (and s p e e d F a c t o r ) the refreshData message is
sent and the scenTime is updated (the time related to the simulated data of the
scenario). scenTime is also displayed at the erds background.
The scenario is stopped automatically after 20 hours (72000 seconds). The idle
message is generated continuously when Toolbook is not busy (parsing a script).
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Therefore the scenario will keep on playing and only be interrupted temporarily due to
user actions.
Variables that are used in other scripts are declared as system variable instead of
passing them through to those script as message parameter.
The handler for the refreshData message (generated by the idle handler) is also stored
at book level. The handler uses the readLn message to read data from file.
refreshData is called when it is time to present ERDS data corresponding to time
equaling s c e n T i m e . ERDS data records are read from file and stored in column 1
and 2 of a 26x3 matrix real variable e r d s D a t a until s c e n T i m e is in between the
times of both succeeding data records. Then, using straightforward interpolation, the
ERDS data at 'scenTime' are calculated. These calculated data are stored in column
3 of the matrix.
Finally the updateErds message is sent to the current page. An empty updateErds
handler is placed at book level in case the current page (or its background) has no
handler for it, otherwise this handler will place the right data at the right place.
to handle refreshData
system REAL
erdsData [3] [26]
system STRING maapLine
system DWORD
scenTime
while scenTime > erdsData[2][1]
send readLn
step i from 1 to 26
set erdsData[2][i] to word i of maapLine
end
end
step i from 1 to 26
set erdsData[1][i] to erdsData[3][i]
end
set interpolFactor to (scenTime - erdsData[3][1])
/(erdsData[2][1] - erdsData[3][1])
step i from 1 to 26
set erdsData[3][i] to erdsData[1][i]
+ interpolFactor*(erdsData[2][i] - erdsData[1][i])
end
send updateErds to this page
end
to handle readLn
system STRING maapLine
readFile "sbloca.dat" to CRLF
set maapLine to it
readFile "sbloca.dat" for 2
end
to handle updateErds
end
to handle updateErds
system REAL erdsData [3] [26]
set text of field "el" to erdsData [3] [20]
format text of field "el" as "ttO.Ot"
end

The upper (empty) updateErds handler is placed at book level, the lower handler at
page level (page 60 - 64).
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Menu items related to screens

Menu items that set the Plant Window to a specific screen all use a handler in which a
g o t o p a g e [pageNumber] statement is used. These menu items are represented
in the figure in section 6.1.2. The corresponding handlers are:
(NPP/PWR Model/Primary)
(NPP/PWR Model/Secondary)
(NPP/PWR Model/Configuration)
(ERDS/Scenario/Settings)
(ERDS/Data/Process)
(ERDSIDatal Status)
(Help/About)
(Help/Using...)

pwrMode 1P r ima r y
pwrModelSecondary
pwrModelConf iguration
setScen
erds Process*
erds Status *
infoAbout
infoHelp

*
The tags at the erds background have to be 'prepared', the tag corresponding to
the current page is always displayed red, others are black. The script related to these
tags use this 'property' (called the strokeColor of a text-field) to determine from/to
which page the user wants to go. As an example, the erdsProcess handler and the
buttonUp handler of the r c s T a b tag is included below. This principle is also used
with the tags at the pwrsystem background:
to handle erdsProcess
set strokeColor of field "rcsTab1 of background "erds" to red
set strokeColor of field "pcsTab1 of background "erds" to black
set strokeColor of field "sisTab1 of background "erds" to black
set strokeColor of field "radTab1 of background "erds" to black
set strokeColor of field "conTab" of background "erds" to black
set enabled of button "process" of background "erds" to false
set enabled of button "status" of background "erds" to true
go page 60
end
to handle buttonUp
if my strokeColor is not red
if strokeColor of field "pcsTab" of this background is red
set strokeColor of field "pcsTab" of this background to black
go previous page
else
if strokeColor of field "sisTab" of this background is red
set strokeColor of field "sisTab"
of this background to black
get pageNumber of this page
decrement it by 2
go page it
else
if strokeColor of field "radTab"
of this background is red
set strokeColor of field "radTab"
of this background to black
get pageNumber of this page
decrement it by 3
go page it
else
set strokeColor of field "conTab"
of this background to black
get pageNumber of this page
decrement it by 4
go page it
end
end
end
set strokeColor of self to red
end
end
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Menu items related to other Windows
Menu items that control (open/close) other Windows are listed below. Their
corresponding handlers all work the same. They look whether the menu item is checked
or not and then respectively close or open the corresponding window. When these
windows are closed in another way than through the Plant Window menu bar, a
notifying message is sent to the Plant Window:
(NPP/ViewlPicture)
(NPP/View/Graph)
(NPP/Window/AMS Window)
(Help/Help)

winPicture
winGraph
w i n Ams
win Info

to handle winPicture
if not menuItemChecked("Picture")
check menultem "Picture"
run "mtb30run.exe picture.ecn"
else
uncheck menultem "Picture"
executeRemote "send closeByErds" application "Toolbook"
topic "picture.ecn"
end
end
to handle notifyPictureClosed
uncheck menultem "Picture"
end

menu items related to closing the Plant Window and their handlers are:
(NPPIQuitlClose Plant Window)
(NPPIQuitlClose all Windows)

exitErds
exitAll

to handle exitAll
if menuItemChecked("Graph")
executeRemote "send closeByErds"
topic "graph.ecn"
end
if menuItemChecked("Picture")
executeRemote "send closeByErds"
topic "picture.ecn"
end
if menuItemChecked("Info Window")
executeRemote "send closeByErds"
topic "info.ecn"
end
if menuItemChecked("Ams Window")
executeRemote "send closeByErds"
topic "ams.ecn"
end
send exit
end

application "Toolbook'

application "Toolbook1

application "Toolbook'

application "Toolbook'

to handle exitErds
if menuItemChecked("Picture")
executeRemote "send erdsClosed" application "Toolbook"
topic "picture.ecn"
end
if menuItemChecked("Ams Window")
executeRemote "send erdsClosed" application "Toolbook"
topic "ams.ecn"
end
send exit
end

In the exitErds handler the erdsClosed message is sent to the Picture and AMS
Window to notify them that ERDS data is no longer available.
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Dynamic Data Exchange

Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is used to make ERDS data available to other
Windows. This is in fact the implementation of the plant system being a 'server1 to
other 'client' subsystems, as was shown in figure 5.4-1, section 5.4 (system
architecture). In Toolbook DDE is supported by a set of commands, like getRemote,
setRemote, and respondRemote. These handlers are placed at book level in the Plant
Window:
to get scenario
system LOGICAL scenActive
return scenActive
end
to get erds i
system REAL erdsData[3][26]
if i>0 and i<27
return erdsData[3][i]
else
return 0.0
end
end

When the following lines are implemented in the AMS Window, data from the Plant
Window can be passed to the AMS window; DDE, with Plant Window acting as a
server and AMS Window as a client:
getRemote "erds 20" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set erdsValue to It

erds.exe is the Plant window, the data acquired by getRemote is always stored in a
specific variable (called I t ) but can be made available to a user-defined variable
(erdsValue).
erds.exe needs to be active (the window is opened) or else F a i l e d : D e n i e d is
stored into I t . This can of course be checked before I t is stored in another variable,
but here the other Windows are notified when erds.exe is closed; after that, no remote
commands will be performed (see exitErds handler).
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The AIMS functionality, described in [Putra '93], is implemented in C++- It could be
made available for Toolbook applications in three different ways; re-implementation in
Toolbook scripts, data transfer of calculated results using the DDE mechanism, or by
creating a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) file from the C*"1" code.
Re-implementation would require a lot of work that doesn't add anything new; it is not
the best option. Using DDE would mean that the AIMS application had to be active at
the same time as the Plant Window. Changes in the AIMS code would have to be made
to prevent its graphical user interface to become available to the user, which would be
very confusing. A DLL file contains functions that are already compilated (executable
code). Another application can, when it is active, make use of the functions that are
available in the DLL file. A DLL file therefore would only require recompiling the C ^
code into a DLL file; the AIMS functionality would be available for Toolbook, and the
AIMS application itself would no longer be required.
The DLL option was chosen; creation of the DLL file was performed by the Energy
Engineering unit of the ECN, and described in [Kamphuis '95].
Two DLL files were created; d h . d l l and s w p . d l l , containing decay heat
calculating functions and steam water properties functions. In [Kamphuis '95] each
function is described in terms of name, purpose, function call, arguments (and their
type) and return values. It is also described how Toolbook can access the functions
contained by these DLL files.
Both DLL files have been tested using a Toolbook test application, each function was
called with correct arguments (both of type and value); return values were found to be
correct. At this moment the decay heat DLL could be used by the Plant Window, but
since decay heat was already a parameter available from the MAAP data file. The
steam water properties DLL is required when calculation models are implemented in
the Evaluate subsystem, which will be implemented in a separate window application
in a later phase.
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MAAP Data file

The accident scenario used in the Plant Window concerns a Small Break Loss Of
Coolant Accident (SBLOCA). Simulation of this accident, using MAAP code, was
performed for source term analysis (level 2 PSA, for the Kern Centrale Borssele; KCB
plant). During simulation, calculated process parameter values were stored in plot
files. Parameters that are both part of the ERDS data set and stored in one of the plot
files, were extracted from these plot file and put into a single file; s b l o c a . d a t .
The s b l o c a . d a t file is an ASCII text file that contains values of 26 parameters on
a single line; the end of a line is formed by the Carriage Return and the Line Feed
characters, CRLF. The parameters have a fixed position:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

time
pressure in the reactor vessel
temperature of coolant in hot leg (loop 1)
temperature of coolant in hot leg (loop 2)
core exit temperature
collapsed water level in the pressurizer
pressure in the pressurizer quench tank
water level in the reactor vessel
combined flow in primary coolant system
decay heat (reactor is scrammed at time = 0 seconds)
flow of coolant in primary system (loop 1)
flow of coolant in primary system (loop 2)
pressure in steam generator (loop 1)
pressure in steam generator (loop 2)
accumulator flow to primary coolant system
mass of water left in accumulators
pressure in accumulators
flow of high pressure safety injection systems
water level in residual water storage tank
pressure in the containment
temperature in the containment
steam content in the containment
hydrogen concentration in the containment
flow through containment filtered venting system
feed water flow to steam generator Qoop 1)
feed water flow to steam generator (loop 2)
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sec.
MPa
°C
°C
°C
m
bar
m
kg/s
MWth
kg/s
kg/s
MPa
MPa
kg/s
kg
MPa
kg/s
m
bar
°C
%
%
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s
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6.2

Picture Window

This Window contains a living picture of the containment of a PWR. It is living in the
sense that when the scenario is playing in the Plant Window and this Window is on top
of the screen, water levels are set to levels corresponding to the scenario data.
6.2.1

Menu Bar

The menu bar only has 1 main entry and 2 menu items:
MODE
This menu has 2 options, Demo and Living. The Demo item is not
implemented and therefore appears dimmed; it can't be selected. The main
purpose of a demonstration mode is to show which situations can be
represented in the picture (e.g. SGTR, water in cavity, core relocation, failure
of pumps). Most of these do not occur during the current scenario.
The Living menu item is a toggle between the levels in tanks etc. is or isn't
coupled to the corresponding ERDS data from the Plant Window. For that, the
Plant Window has to be open and the scenario should be playing.
The relation between menu items and book structure is shown in figure 6.2-1; the book
structure will be further explained in the next section.

Figure 6.2-1 Menu bar and book structure of Picture Window
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6.2.2

Book Structure

The pages and background contained by the Picture Window are described here:
Page 1 This page contains the PWR Picture. The systems on this page, composed of
draw-objects flines, rectangles etc.), are made living by scripts that influence
the size or color of some objects. These scripts are controlled by ERDS data,
acquired from the Plant Window through DDE (section 6.1.3). Figure 6.2-2
shows how the steam generator water level was created, the 'level-object' is the
living part as its height can be altered by a script, indicated by the arrows in
the figure. Layering the objects in a specific order is a way to create a living'
level, despite of the specific shape of a steam generator.
Page 2 This page is fully equal to page 1. It can be used in future to implement the
demonstration facility.
empty Both pages have the same background, which is empty.

'Layering' of objects...

appears a s .

resulting In ...
(steam Generator)

(rontcover In background golor
the level object (coolant 'color*)
back-cover (steam 'color")

Figure 6.2-2 Living Picture created by layering of objects
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6.2.3

Scripts
Plant Window related Scripts: open/close

This Picture Window can be closed from the Plant Window (closeByErds handler) or
by itself. In either way, the notifyPictureClosed message is sent to the Plant Window;
used to uncheck the (NPP/View/Picture) menu item (leaveBook handler).
When the Plant Window is closed, the e r d s C l o s e d message is sent to the Picture
Window. The corresponding erdsClosed handler will then set a logical variable
l i v i n g A c t i v e to false and disable the (Mode/Living) menu item. The former
means that if the picture was in the 'living' mode it will stop, the latter means that the
'living' mode is no longer available.
to handle closeByErds
send exit
end
to handle erdsClosed
system LOGICAL livingActive
set livingActive to false
disable menultem "Living"
end
to handle leaveBook
system LOGICAL vesselScram
send restorePicture
executeRemote "send notifyPictureClosed" application "Toolbook"
topic "erds.exe"
if vesselScram is true
send rodsControl "unscram" to group "vessel"
end
end

Plant Window related Scripts: DDE

The idle handler controls DDE with the Plant Window when the living mode is
selected, the Plant Window is active and the scenario is playing. Then the i d l e
message is sent to the Plant Window; this message is only generated by Toolbook in
the Window that is on top of the screen: the Picture Window. After that, 10 ERDS
data are acquired through DDE, to be used in the updatePicture handler.
to handle idle
system LOGICAL livingActive, scenActive
system REAL
erds[10]
system
timeAfterScram
n
getRemote scenario()" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set scenActive to It
executeRemote "send idle" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
if livingActive is true and scenActive is true
getRemote "text of field ""timeAfterScram"" of background ""erds""
" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set timeAfterScram to It
getRemote "erds(l)" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set erdsfl] to It
getRemote "erds(19)" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set erds[10] to It
send updatePicture
end
end
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Living Picture Scripts

The ERDS data acquired from the Plant Window and stored in the erds array of type
real will now be sent to the right objects in the updatePicture handler. As in the figure
before (section 6.2.2) a system is often composed from several draw objects, called a
group. Each group is given a name, and the handler corresponding to the message sent
to the group is 'connected' to this group. In the handler, the primary coolant flow
( e r d s [ 6 / 7 ]) is used to turn the reactor coolant pumps on or off; the boundary value
of 0 . 2 is not a realistic value and serves demonstration purposes only.
As an example, the scripts connected to group v e s s e l are also included here
(handlers level and rodsControl).
to handle updatePicture
system REAL erds[10]
system
timeAfterScram
local
pumpMode
set text of field "timeField" to timeAfterScram
send level erds[2] to group "vessel"
send level erds[3] to group "pressurizer"
send levelLsg erds[4] to group "levelLsg"
send levelRsg erds[5] to group "levelRsg"
if erds[6] > 0.2
set pumpMode to "on"
else
set pumpMode to "off"
end
send pump pumpMode to group "pumpLsg"
if erds[7] > 0.2
set pumpMode to "on"
else
set puropMode to "off"
end
send pump pumpMode to group "pumpRsg"
if erds[8] > 0.2
set pumpMode to "on"
else
set pumpMode to "off"
end
send pump pumpMode to group "tjL"
send pump pumpMode to group "tjH"
send level erds[10] to group "rwst"
end

Scripts connected to group v e s s e l :
to handle level levVal
system maxVesselLevel
local delta, vesselBounds, vesselBottom, vesselLevel, levVal2
if levVal > 6.0
set levVal2 to 12.0
else
set levVal2 to levVal
end
set vesselBounds to bounds of group "vesselHull"
set vesselBottom to item 4 of vesselBounds
format vesselBottom as null
set delta to vesselBottom - item 2 of vesselBounds
format delta as null
set vesselLevel to
vesselBottom - round(delta*levVal2/maxVesselLevel)
get bounds of rectangle "vesselLevel"
set item 4 of it to vesselLevel
set bounds of rectangle "vesselLevel" to it
end
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The rodsControl handler is used to scram or unscram the vessel. In the scenario used,
the vessel is scrammed at the beginning; the r o d s C o n t r o l "scram" message is
generated in the enterBook handler, r o d s C o n t r o l " unscram" in the leaveBook
handler.
The c o n t r o l R o d s group is placed on top of the c o r e group to scram the vessel, or
above it to unscram:
to handle rodsControl rodState
system LOGICAL vesselScram
local delta, coreBounds
set coreBounds to bounds of group "core"
set delta to item 4 of coreBounds
format delta as null
decrement delta by item 2 of coreBounds
if rodState is "scram" and vesselScram is false
move group "controlRods" by 0, delta
set vesselScram to true
else
if rodState is "unscram" and vesselScram is true
move group "controlRods" by 0 ; -l*delta
set vesselScram to false
end
end
end
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6.3

Graph Window

The Graph Window provides graphs of each ERDS process parameter that is available
in the MAAP accident scenario data file. The graphs can be viewed independent of the
accident scenario that is 'playing' in the Plant Window, although it is the same
scenario.
The Graph Window doesn't have a menu bar, therefore the book structure and the
scripts will be described only.
6.3.1

Book Structure

The pages and backgrounds contained by the Graph Window are described here:
Page 1

Page 2

Page 3-21

This page contains a text field in which the Graph Window is
explained. Also, the begin - and end time of the graphs can be
adjusted; as default the first 4 hours of the scenario are plotted. Page 1
also provides a button that switches to page 2, where graphs can be
selected.
Page two provides direct access to each graph that is available in the
Graph Window. For each graph a button is provided; a text field
indicates the process parameter(s) plotted in that graph. Page 2 also
contains a button that switches the screen back to page 1; to change
begin and end time of the graphs.
At each page 1 or 2 process parameter are plotted. A title box
indicates the type of parameters. A legend box shows, in case 2
parameters are plotted, which color corresponds to which parameter.
Begin, end and intermediate times are shown at the horizontal axis.
The vertical axis indicates the minimum and maximum values and
their dimension. These pages also contain buttons that switch the
screen to page 1 (time adjustment), page two (select a specific graph)
or the previous or next page (scrolling through graphs).
At default each graph is empty. When the user returns to a graph that
was selected before, this graph is still available, unless the time
settings were changed. In that case the 'old' graph is wiped out and a
new graph is plotted.

empty

This background, shared by page 1 and 2, is empty.

plot

This background is shared by page 3-21. All elements described at
page 3-21 are placed on the background. The actual graph (a set of
lines) is placed on the foreground. This way, a graph can easily be
wiped out again, by deleting all foreground objects (each line is an
object), leaving the background unchanged.
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6.3.2

Scripts
Plotting a Graph

Initialization of graph parameters is performed by the enterBook handler at book
level. Begin and end times are set to default values, Boolean arrays indicating whether
graphs were already plotted are set to false, and the corners of the plot area are
determined. The latter enables resizing the plot area by simply changing the size of
rectangle 'plot field1 at background 'plot1.
to handle enterBook
system WORD
beginTime, endTime/ oldBeginTime, oldEndTime
system LOGICAL graphPlotted[21], graphUpToDate[21]
system POINT
downLeft, upRight
set oldEndTime to 4
set endTime to 4
set oldBeginTime to 0
set beginTime to 0
step i from 3 to 21
set graphPlotted[i] to false
set graphUpToDate[i] to false
end
get bounds of rectangle "plotField" of background "plot"
set item 1 of downLeft to item 1 of it
set item 2 of downLeft to item 4 of it
set item 1 of upRight to item 3 of it
set item 2 of upRight to item 2 of it
set sysLineStyle to 3
end

The data are read from a MAAP file identical to the file used in the Plant Window, but
using a different name; s b l o c a . p i t . This enables creating graph independent of the
accident scenario in the Plant Window.
to handle readLn
system STRING maapLine
readFile "sbloca.plt" to CRLF
set maapLine to it
readFile "sbloca.pit" for 2
end

The actual plotting is performed by a script placed at background 'plot1. The
enterPage handler controls the scroll buttons, and sends a wipePlot and plotGraph
message, unless there is already an up-to-date graph on this page.
to handle enterPage
system LOGICAL graphPlotted [21], graphUptoDate[21]
set index to pageNumber of this page
if index is 3
set enabled of button "prevGraph" of this background
set enabled of button "nextGraph" of this background
else
if index is 21
set enabled of button "prevGraph" of this background
set enabled of button "nextGraph" of this background
else
set enabled of button "prevGraph" of this background
set enabled of button "nextGraph" of this background
end
end
if index is not 9
if graphUpToDate[index] is false
send wipePlot
send plotGraph
set graphPlotted[index] to true
set graphUpToDate[index] to true
end
end
end
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The plotGraph handler, acquires data from sbloca.plot, sets all plot parameters,
calculates coordinates, checks on boundary values of time and minimum or maximum
values of the vertical axis, and draws lines between succeeding coordinates.
to handle plotGraph
system WORD
beginTime, endTime, parl, par2, parNr
system STRING maapLine
system REAL
timeAxisPart
system POINT downLeft, upRight
local DWORD minTime, maxTime
local WORD
yMin, tMin, yMax, tMax, yPlot[2][2], tPlot[2]
local REAL
yMinVal, yMaxVal, yVal[2], tVal
send getParData to this page
set yMin to item 2 of downLeft
set tMin to item 1 of downLeft
set yMax to yMin - item 2 of upRight
set tMax to round(timeAxisPart*(item 1 of upRight - tMin))
set minTime to 3600*beginTime
set maxTime to 3600*endTime
set yMaxVal to text of recordfield "y4"
set yMinVal to text of recordfield "yO"
openFile "sbloca.plt"
send readLn
set tVal to word 1 of maapLine
while tVal < minTime
send readLine
set tVal to word 1 of maapLine
end
if parNr is 2
set yVal[2] to word par2 of maapLine
end
set yVal[l] to word parl of maapLine
step i from 1 to parNr
if yVal[i] > yMaxVal
set yVal[i] to yMaxVal
end
if yVal[i] < yMinVal
set yVal[i] to yMinVal
end
set yPlot[l][i] to yMin - round(yMax*(yVal[i] - yMinVal)
/(yMaxVal - yMinVal))
end
set tPlot[l] to tMin + round(tMax*(tVal - minTime)/(maxTime - minTime))
while tVal < maxTime
send ReadLn
set tVal to word 1 of maapLine
if parNr is 2
set yVal[2] to word par2 of maapLine
end
set yVal[l] to word parl of maapLine
step i from 1 to parNr
if yVal[i] > yMaxVal
set yVal[i] to yMaxVal
end
if yVal[i] < yMinVal
set yVal[i] to yMinVal
end
set yPlot[2][i] to yMin - round(yMax*(yVal[i]
- yMinVal)/(yMaxVal - yMinVal))
end
set tPlot[2] to tMin + round(tMax*(tVal - minTime)
/(maxTime - minTime))
if tVal < maxTime
if parNr is 2
set sysStrokeColor to green
draw line from tPlot[l], yPlot[l][2]
to tPlot[2], yPlot[2][2]
set yPlot[l][2] to yPlot[2][2]
end
set sysStrokeColor to blue
draw line from tPlot[l], yPlot[l][lJ to tPlot[2], yPlot[2][l]
set yPlot[l][l] to yPlot[2][l]
set tPlot[l] to tPlot[2]
end
end
closeFile "sbloca.plt"
end
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The wipePlot handler is used to clear the plot area. It uses the clear message to delete
all objects that are within the plot area; these objects (lines) are found using the select
message in the plot area.
to handle wipePlot
system POINT downLeft, upRight
local tMin, yMin, tMax, yMax
set tMin to item 1 of downLeft
set yMin to item 2 of downLeft
set tMax to item 1 of upRight
set yMax to item 2 of upRight
select all from tMin-10,yMin+10 to tMax+10,yMax-10
if selection is not null
send clear
end if
end

Plant Window related scripts: open/dose

This Graph Window can be closed from the Plant Window (closeByErds handler) or
by itself. In either way the notifyGraphClosed message is sent to the Plant Window to
uncheck the (NPP/View/Graph) menu item (leaveBook handler). These scripts are
placed at book level.
to handle closeByErds
send exit
end
to handle leaveBook
executeRemote "send notifyGraphClosed" application "Toolbook"
topic "erds.exe"
end
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6.4

AMS Window

The AMS Window provides support to the decision making process in accident
management, based upon safety objective trees. ERDS parameter values, generated by
'playing' the severe accident scenario in the Plant Window, can be retrieved from the
Plant Window. The functionality provided by this application is described as a
conceptual design in section 5.3.2, using Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs).

6.4.1

Menu Bar

The Options at menu bar level are printed in CAPITALS, a sublevel (if available) is
printed bold, menu items in italics.
AMS
This menu option provides 2 sublevels. The overview sublevel has 2 menu
items; threats, which brings up the complete safety objective trees including
the status of each threat, and strategies, which shows a screen that presents
the availability and status of all accident management strategies.
The print sublevel also provides 2 menu items, setup and print. The setup
menu item brings up a standard MS Windows printer setup dialog box; print
activates a standard Toolbook dialog box which enables sending the current
screen to the printer or a (postscript) print file. These are equal to the
corresponding menu items in the Plant Window.
ERDS
This menu option provides the update menu item. When this menu item is
selected current values of all ERDS parameters are retrieved from the Plant
Window, using the Dynamic Data Exchange mechanism, as described in
section 6.1.3.
HELP
This menu option provides 2 menu items; about and using... . The about item
brings up an introduction screen with information about the containment and
release management project, using... switches to a screen where information is
provided about the contents of this Window, and about the functionality that is
offered.
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6.4.2

Book Structure

In figure 6.4-1, the relationships are shown, between menu items at the menu bar and
pages in the book. The pages and backgrounds used in the AMS Window are described
below:

AMS
Overview

mmThreats
Strategies

Update

About
Using...

Print

Strategy Overview

SOT

• visualization
• availability
- status

trees
35

threats status
color-code

Using
- menu bar
• screens
56-61

Status of Threats

Strategy Information

- define status
- ERDS Indicators
- text Info
2-17

• beneficial effects
• adverse effects

36-55
Strategy Selection
• possible strategies
• text Info
19-34

Figure 6.5-1 Menu bar and book structure of AMS Window

Page 1

Pages 2 - 1 7
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This page presents the Safety Objective Trees for Containment and
Release Management. The status of each threat is indicated by the
color of a box; white, yellow, orange or red. Respectively the colors
mean: no status defined yet, no potential threat, potential threat and
actual (acute) threat. Each box also provides access to a screen in
which the status of the corresponding threat can be defined. This page
can also be accessed through the (AMS/Overview/Threats) menu item.
At these pages the status of each individual threat can be defined by
pushing 1 of 4 possible 'radio buttons'; each indicating a specific
threat status indicated both in text and in the color-code. The pages
also contain a set of indicators that can be compared to their boundary
values. The indicators are process parameters from the ERDS data set
that can be retrieved from the Plant Window using the (ERDS/Update)
menu item. The data retrieval mechanism is already implemented but
in this stage no indicators were defined yet; an information needs
assessment of the KCB plant was not available (section 2.4, 2.5;
information needs and safety objective trees).
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The 'Status of Threats' pages also provide text information about each
individual threat. Buttons on these pages enable scrolling through all
threats, going back to the threat status overview, and going to a page
where all available strategies to prevent or mitigate this threat are
provided.
Page 18
This pages provides information about the Containment and Release
Management project It is identical to the 'About' page in the Plant
Window. It can be accessed through the (Help/About) menu item.
Pages 1 9 - 3 4 These pages provide all available strategies for each individual threat.
Each strategy can be selected from a combo box; through the select
strategy button a screen is shown where the beneficial and adverse
effects of the selected strategy are shown. Buttons enable to go back to
the corresponding 'Status of Threats' screen, to the Threat Status
Overview screen (the trees), to the Strategy Information screen
(beneficial and adverse effects) and to a screen that presents all
accident management strategies.
Page 35
This page presents all accident management strategies. A 'status is
assigned to each strategy, using two boxes. The left box indicates
whether or not the strategy is available or not (respectively a white or
red box). The right box indicates whether or not the strategy is
implemented (respectively green and white).
Clicking the right box when it is white, simulates the implementation
of the strategy (what-if analysis) The beneficial and adverse effects are
then visualized by changes in the status of other strategies (enabled or
disabled, changing the color of the left box respectively to white or
gray).
Beneficial and adverse effects upon threats are visualized by arrows
(respectively colored green and red) on the Threats Overview screen;
the arrows point to the status box of the threat.
Clicking an implemented strategies' right box (colored green) makes
the visualizations disappear again. Clicking a left box switches the
screen to the 'Strategy Information' screen of the corresponding
strategy. This page can also be accessed through the
(AMS/Overview/Strategies) menu item.
Pages 36 - 55 These pages provide text information about the beneficial and adverse
effects of each individual strategy. Buttons enable going back to the
last visited 'Select Strategy' screen, to the 'Strategies Overview' or
'Threats Overview' screen or to scroll through other 'Strategy
Information' screens. The 'Evaluate' button is reserved for future
extensions in the Evaluate Window; this should support predicting the
effects of strategies using calculation models, and determine the best
possible strategy using Influence Diagrams. At this moment no action
is performed when the button is clicked on.
Pages 56-61 These pages provide information about each type of screen, how it can
be reached and what functionality it offers. The pages are similar to
the 'Using..' pages in the Plant Window. The first of these pages can
be accessed through the (Help/Using...) menu item. Buttons enable
scrolling through all 'Using...' pages.

The pages of the AMS Window use the following backgrounds:
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tree

Used by page 1; it is empty.

threatStatus

Everything on this screen is placed on the background. The status of
each threat is put in an array, using a number (1, 2, 3, 4, representing
white, yellow, orange, red), when a page is entered, the value of this
parameter is used to select the corresponding radio button. When the
user selects a radio button, the value in the array is updated.

intro

The background is empty, and used by page 18.

select

This background contains the screen elements of pages 19-34, except
for the combo box that displays the possible strategies for each
individual threat. The text field in which the status of the threat is
shown, using the background color corresponding to that status, uses
the same status array variable.

strategies

This background is used by page 35; it is empty

strategy Info

This background is used by pages 36 - 55. All screen elements are
placed on the background. The select other strategy button is disabled
if the user didn't select a strategy before, otherwise clicking this button
will switch the screen to that page in the book.

using

This background contains all screen elements of pages 5 6 - 6 1 .
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6.4.3

Scripts
Plant Window related Scripts: open/close

This AMS Window can be closed from the Plant Window (closeByErds handler) or
by itself. In either way, the notify-AmsClosed message is sent to the Plant Window;
used to uncheck the (NPPIAMSIAMS Window) menu item (leaveBook handler).
When the Plant Window is closed, the e r d s C l o s e d message is sent to the AMS
Window. The corresponding erdsClosed handler will then disable the (ERDS/ Update)
menu item
to handle leaveBook
executeRemote "send notify-AmsClosed" application "Toolbook"
topic "erds.exe"
end
to handle closeByErds
send exit
end
to handle erdsClosed
system LOGICAL erdsOpen
set erdsOpen to false
disable menultem "Update"
end

Plant Window related Scripts: DDE

The ERDS data that serve as threat indicators are obtained from the Plant Window
using the DDE mechanism (see section 6.1.3). Whether the Plant Window is open or
not is stored in the e r d s O p e n variable, which is set to true in the enterBook handler,
and set to false in the erdsClosed handler. While e r d s O p e n is true the i d l e
message is sent to the Plant Window from the idle handler in the AMS Window. This
combination ensures that the scenario in the Plant Window will keep 'playing' while
the AMS Window is on top of the monitor. ERDS data are retrieved from the Plant
Window when the (ERDS/Update) menu item is chosen, which creates the
u p d a t e E r d s message. In the updateErds handler it is checked whether the scenario
is actually playing (active); in that case all 26 ERDS parameter values are retrieved
and stored in an array. These data can be displayed as actual threat indicator values.

to handle enterBook
system WORD
strategyStatus [20]
system LOGICAL erdsOpen, erdsDataRetrieved
system REAL
erdsData[26]
set erdsOpen to true
set erdsDataRetrieved to false
step i from 1 to 26
set erdsData[i] to 0.0
end
set strategyStatus [4] to 2
set strategyStatus [7] to 2
set strategyStatus [13] to 2
end
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to handle updateErds
system LOGICAL erdsOpen, scenActive, erdsDataRetrieved
system REAL
erdsData[26]
if erdsOpen i s true
getRemote "scenario()" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe"
set scenActive to I t
if scenActive is true
set erdsDataRetrieved to true
step i from 1 to 26
getRemote "erds(" & i & ")" application "Toolbook"
topic "erds.exe"
set erdsData[i] to I t
end
end
end
send enterPage
end
to handle idle
system LOGICAL erdsOpen
if erdsOpen is true
executeRemote "send idle" application "Toolbook" topic "erds.exe'
end
end

Visualization of beneficial and adverse effects

The enter page handler placed in the page script of page 1, updates the colors of the
status boxes, updateThreatStatus, and the colors of the arrows that indicate the
beneficial and adverse effects of strategies upon threats, updateStrategyEffectStatus.
These strategies were implemented on page 35, the 'Strategy Overview' page. Each
right box has a buttonUp handler that changes the values in the 'effect arrays';
strategyEffectStatus. This vizualization is an implementation of the 'what-if analysis,
mentioned in the requirements (section 5.2) and in chapter 4.

to handle enterPage
send updateThreatStatus
send updateStrategyEffectStatus
end
to handle updateThreatStatus
system WORD threatStatus [20]
local recName, i
local COLOR orange
set orange to "30,50,100"
step i from 1 to 16
set recName to "t" & i
if threatStatus [i] - 0
set fillColor of rectangle recName to white
else
if threatStatus [i] - 1
set fillColor of rectangle recName to yellow
else
if threatStatus [i] - 2
set fillColor of rectangle recName to orange
else
set fillColor of rectangle recName to red
end
end
end
end
end
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to handle updateStrategyEffectStatus
system WORD strategyEffectStatus [20]
local lineName, i
step i from 1 to 16
set lineName to "se" & i
if strategyEffectStatus [i] - 0
set strokeColor of line lineName to lightgray
else
if strategyEffectStatus [i] - 1
set strokeColor of line lineName to green
else
set strokeColor of line lineName to red
end
end
end
end

The buttonUp handler of the right box of a strategy implements a strategy in terms of
beneficial and adverse effects upon threats ( prevent/mitigate and invoke) and other
strategies (enable and disable). These effects are visualized using the
s t r a t e g y S t a t u s and s t r a t e g y E f f e c t S t a t u s
variables. The handler
changes the values of these variables that correspond to the threat or other strategy.
Visualization of all effects is die implementation of the ER diagram of the Safety
Objective Tree model, section 5.3, figure 5.3-3. Qualification of each effect, indicating
the situations that make the effect weaker/stronger or more/less likely to occur, is not
implemented in the visualization; it is pointed out in the text fields on the 'Strategy
Information' screens, describing beneficial and adverse effects.

to handle buttonUp
system WORD strategyActiveIndex, strategyStatus [20],
oldStrategyStatus [20], strategyEffectStatus [20],
oldStrategyEffectStatus [20]
local
strategylndex
set strategylndex to 14
if strategyStatus [strategylndex] is 0
increment strategyActivelndex by 1
set strategyStatus [strategylndex] to 1
(adverse) effects
set oldStrategyStatus [15] to strategyStatus [15]
set strategyStatus [15] to 3
set oldStrategyEffectStatus [13] to strategyEffectStatus [13]
set strategyEffectStatus [13] to 1
set oldStrategyEffectStatus [6] to strategyEffectStatus [6]
set strategyEffectStatus [6] to 2
send enterPage
else
if strategyStatus [strategylndex] is 1
decrement strategyActivelndex by 1
set strategyStatus [strategylndex] to 0
(adverse) effects
set strategyStatus [15] to oldStrategyStatus [15]
if strategyActivelndex is 0
send clearStrategyEffects
else
set strategyEffectStatus [6] to
oldStrategyEffectStatus [6]
set strategyEffectStatus [13] to
oldStrategyEffectStatus [13]
end
send enterPage
end
end
end
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6.5

Evaluate Window

The Evaluate subsystem is not implemented. An Evaluate Window should be activated
from the AMS Window, using the 'Evaluate' button on the 'Strategy Information'
screens.
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6.6

Info Window

The Info Window provides background information (text) about accident management
support topics, offering the same functionality as a MS Windows Help application.
The Info could be implemented as a MS Windows help file; an MS Word text
document with the information and specific Microsoft software are required to create
such a file. Both were not available at the moment this window was implemented.
A Toolbook lookalike Info Window was made to demonstrate the possibilities of
hypertext [Schwabe '92], and 'pop-up' windows with explanations of definitions and
acronyms. The Info Window is far from complete, but can be extended easily. The
window has no menu items or scripts; the book structure and the way the book can be
extended with more information are described in this section.

6.6.1

Book Structure

The pages and background used in this book are described here:
Page 1

Page 2
Page 3 -...

infoPage
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This page contains the contents of this hypertext document. Each
chapter is presented as a hotword. Clicking this hotword works as
going to the first page of the corresponding chapter. The contents
button returns to this page from whatever other page is shown at the
moment of clicking this button.
This is the 'help' page, providing information about this Info Window
and how to use it.
The contents of these pages could be in any order, extensions can be
made by adding new pages after the last page. Each page can be
accessed through hotwords on other pages (hyperlinks) by activating
hotwords.
this background is shared by each page. All screen elements are placed
on the background. The buttons at the top of each page correspond to
buttons in any MS Helpfile. The contents and help button switch the
screen to page 1 or 2 respectively. The 'back' button switches back to
the page previously visited. The search button is only shown, not
implemented; a list of keywords that act a hotwords is usually
provided. The quit button closes the Info Window.
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6.6.2

Extending the Info Window

More information can be inserted in the current Info Window; both new topics
(chapters) and more information about topics that are already present. In both cases
one or more new pages have to be created at the end of the book. These pages
automatically have the same background. The text fields have to be filled; title
summary and the actual information. The next step is to create hyperlinks from these
pages to other pages and from other pages to these pages. A hyperlink consists of a
hotword, and a destination page for that hotword. Creating new pages and hyperlinks
is clearly described in the Toolbook reference manual [Asymetrix '94].
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Using the AMS Application

In this chapter it is described which files are required to run the application, how the
application can be installed on a PC. Also a tour through various screens is described,
using 'screendumps' of the application.

7.1

Installing the AMS application

The application uses the following files that were developed in Toolbook:
erds.exe
picture.ecn
graph.ecn
ams.ecn
info.ecn

The accident scenario data used by erds.exe and graph.ecn respectively:
sbloca.dat
sbloca.plt

The DLL files providing AIMS functionality (see 6.1.3):
dh.dll
swp.dll

All other files are required by Toolbook:
mtb30run.exe
mtb30net.exe
mtb30mm.sbk
mtb30anm.sbk
mtb30iran.ini

mtb30bas.dll
mtb30bmp.dll
mtb30cmp.dll
mtb30cvt.dll
mtb30edt.dll
mtb30flt.dll
mtb301nl.dll

mtb30mm.dl
mtb30red.dll
mtb30utl.dll
mtb30xtr.dll
tb30dlg.dll
tb30dos.dll
tb30win.dll

These files need to be placed in the same (sub)directory; 5.5 Mb of disk space is
required. A Containment and Release Management group can be made using the
Program Manager of MS Windows version 3.1 or higher, e r d s . e x e can be added to
this group to enable starting the application by double-clicking the e r d s . e x e icon
which appears after adding the e r d s . e x e file to the group.
When only the upper left part of the screen in the Plant Window, which is e r d s . e x e ,
is visible, a small font should be selected in the windows setup program. After
restarting MS Windows, the full screen becomes visible in the Plant Window (and all
other windows).
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The Plant Window, opened by 'running' e r d s . e x e , will present the "about' screen,
providing information about the application and the Containment and Release
Management project.

7.2.1

Plant Window

From the Plant Window, the IPSO screen, the PWR Systems screens and the ERDS
Data Set screens are described.
PWR Model

Choosing (NPP/PWR Model/Primary) from the menu bar, switches the screen to the
IPSO of the primary system, shown in figure 7.2-1. At the IPSO screen, each system
shown has a button providing 2 functions. Clicking it with the left mouseButton brings
a pop-up field to the screen presenting the name of the system, as is shown for the
bunkered injection system. If there is more information about this system, it can be
accessed by clicking the button with the right mouseButton. The screen will switch to
the PWR Systems Information screen.
Figure 7.2-2 shows the PWR Systems Information screen (upper screen) for the
bunkered injection system. The screen contains 3 data sheets with process and design
data; the P&ID is shown. The other sheets can be accessed by clicking the
corresponding name with the left mouseButton.
The buttons on the screen switch to a previous system, to the primary IPSO, to the
secondary IPSO, and to a next system respectively. The 'process' data sheet displays
ERDS parameter values relevant to the system (not shown). These ERDS data are also
shown on another set of data sheets that can be accessed through the (ERDSIData
I Process) menu item.
ERDS Data

The ERDS screen contains 5 data sheets, providing both an overview of all data, by
means of the 5 tags PCS, SCS, SIS, Radiation and Containment, and a logical
grouping of data. An earlier prototype displayed all parameters in one screen, which
was found to be chaotic and too much information at once. The acronyms in the tags
stand for Primary Coolant System, Secondary Coolant System and Safety Injection
Systems. Clicking a tag with the left mouseButton brings up the corresponding data
sheet. The buttons on the screen toggle between status data, which is not implemented
but merely demonstrated, and process data, which is shown in the figure.
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Figure 7.2-1

Plant Window; IPSO screen of the primary system

The ERDS Data Set screen displays the process data available from the MAAP severe
accident scenario data file. The 'Time after Scram' field indicates the time the scenario
has played already. The scenario is controlled at the 'Scenario' screen, which is
accessed through the (ERDSIScenario/Settings) option at the menu bar. Except for
control buttons to start, pause, continue and stop the scenario, also the time interval of
data refreshing and the 'playing speed' of the scenario can be changed.

•35
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NPP

ERDS

AMS

Help

NPP

ERDS

AMS

Help

Figure 7.2-2

Plant Window; PWR Systems Information screens & ERDS Data Set screens
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7.2.2

Picture and Graph Window

The Picture Window and Graph Window can be opened from the Plant Window, using
the (NPP/View) menu choosing Picture or Graph respectively. The Picture Window
will appear as in figure 7.2-3, it can be made 'living1 choosing the (Mode/Living)
option at its menu bar.
TTie Graph Window will open with a screen that provides information about the Graph
Window. Also, the begin and end time of graphs can be adjusted there. The 'Graph
Selection' button switches to a screen from which each available graph can be
accessed. Figure 7.2-3 shows the graph of temperature in the hotlegs vs. time.

Figure 7.2-3 Picture Window and Graph Window; Temperature in Hot Legs
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7.2.3

AMS Window

The AMS Window can be opened using the (AMS/AMS Window) option from the
Plant Window menu bar. The screens that can be found in this Window are described
in this section in terms of implementation of the decision phases introduced in chapter
3 and described in chapters 4 and 5.
problem definition phase

The Safety Objective Trees for containment and release management are shown at the
opening screen, called Threat Status Overview1, figure 7.2-4 upper screen. At the right
side of each threat a box is used to indicate the status of the threat, using a color code.
The status can be defined at the 'Status of Threats' screen which can be accessed by
clicking the corresponding threat status box, figure 7.2-4 lower screen. The radio
buttons at the bottom right of the screen show each possible status of a threat and the
corresponding color code. The indicators shown in the figure are not implemented, but
if they were, their actual value could be retrieved from the Plant Window accident
scenario by choosing the (ERDS/Update) option at the menu bar.
The buttons on the screen switch to the 'Threat Status Overview' screen with the Safety
Objective Trees, to the previous or next 'Status of Threats' screen or to the Strategy
Selection screen, in case the currently visible threat was found most urgent.
The screens shown in figure 7.2-4 together form the implementation of the problem
definition phase (see 5.3.2). The buttons and threat status boxes enable to go forward
and backward as was indicated in the Data How Diagram (DFD) in section 5.3.2, (see
figure 5.3-8).

solution generation phase

At the Strategy Selection screen, each available strategy for the threat found most
urgent is presented. Figure 7.2-5, upper screen, shows the Strategy Selection for the
high pressure melt ejection threat. In this case only the RCS Depressurization strategy
is available, but if more than one strategy is available, they become visible after
clicking the combo box; a list appears and a selection can be made using the left
mouseButton.
The text field at the right side of the screen is used to describe each strategy; its type
(preventive or mitigating) and its working principle. The 'Strategy Information' button
switches to the 'Strategy Information' screen, also shown in figure 7.2-5.
The 'Strategy Information' screen presents the beneficial and adverse effects of this
strategy. At this moment this information is the only support for determining whether
this available strategy is also a possible strategy (see also section 5.3.2, figure 5.3-9).
The predict effect sphere in the Data Flow Diagram is not implemented; calculation
models suitable for this purpose need to be implemented in the Evaluate Window
which may be accessed through the 'Evaluate' button on the lower right side of the
screen.
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Beneficial and adverse effects are not only described in text, but also visualized. At the
'Strategies Overview' screen, shown in figure 7.2-6, a strategy can be implemented by
clicking its right status box. Therefore a strategy has to be available, indicated by a
white left status box. Implementing a strategy changes the inside color of the right box
from white (not implemented) to green (implemented).
The effect of this strategy upon other strategies, is visualized on this screen. When
another strategy is disabled, its left status box inside color changes to gray. When
another strategy is enabled, its left status box inside color changes from red (not
available) to white (available).
The effect of the implemented strategy upon threats is visualized on the 'Threat Status
Overview' screen, by red (adverse effect) or green (beneficial effect) arrows that point
towards the status box of the corresponding threat.
An advantage of this visualization is the quick overview of the effects of the strategy,
but the effects lack a qualification as is provided by the text on the 'Strategy
Information' screen. Both types of information therefore should be used together, to get
a more complete picture of the situation.

solution evaluation phase

This decision phase is not implemented specifically; the support provided for the
previous phase can also be used in this phase. Support dedicated to the evaluation of
solutions can be translated into implementation of calculation models and influence
diagrams in the Evaluate Window. This could not be realized in this project but will be
recommended as a future extension of the AMS application.
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Figure 7.2-4

AMS Window; Threat Status Overview and Status of Threats screens
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Figure 7.2-5

AMS Window; Select Strategy and Strategy Information screens
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Figure 7.2-6

AMS Window; Overview of Strategies screen
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The applicability of established and innovative concepts from severe accident
management research to be used for adequate accident management support was
studied from a decision support perspective. The concepts that were introduced and
defined were judged on compatibility with other concepts and with the decision makers
view to the problem and solution domain. The decision maker could be the staff
assigned to the technical support center, the control room operators or the authorities
in a national emergency center who mainly monitor and verify the course of events and
operator actions.
We found Safety Objective Trees to be a promising concept as it can be integrated
(compatibility) with many other concepts, such as information needs, severe accident
phenomena and influence diagrams. Together these concepts are able to provide
support that covers most of the decision making process in accident management.
The status of Threats in the Safety Objective Tree can be identified by diagnosing the
process parameters that can be monitored during a severe accident. A support system
for Containment and Release Management based on Safety Objective Trees can
present applicable strategies for the current plant status and indicates beneficial and
also adverse effects of candidate operator actions.
A prototype accident management support system focused on maintaining the integrity
of the containment, or in the event this can no longer be assured on mitigating the
release of fission products to the environment: Containment and Release Management
(CRM). The prototype support system has been developed to demonstrate the use of
the Safety Objective Tree concept and the integration with other concepts, like
information needs and severe accident phenomena. To further improve the support
system, the functionality provided by this system should be validated and the results
should be verified as follows:
technical staff involved in accident management should evaluate the prototype
application in order to determine to what extent the support offered is compatible
with their view to accident management, and
the support system should be tested with a spectrum of severe accident scenarios
to determine whether the solutions (strategies, operator actions) found using the
support system are indeed the most appropriate solutions.
Information Technology (IT) is very well suited to implement a support system that
integrates the accident management concepts, and that facilitates a user to find the
information that is most appropriate. The system interface uses IT features such as
multimedia (3D style text fields, color, figures, hypertext and graphs) and multiple
windows in order to provide access to process data, to support definition of the plant
status, and to present candidate strategies for severe accidents. The CRM prototype
system, developed with the ToolBook® software package, clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness of these features for accident management support.
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List of Abbreviations

AB
AFWS
AMG
AMS
ANS
AOP
CEC
CET
CIS
CRM
CSS
DBA
DCH
DDE
DFD
DIS
ECCS
EOP
ERDS
EU
EVSE
FP
HPME
ISLOCA
IVM
LOCA
MFCI
MFWS
NPP
OP
PCS
PDS
P&ID
PSA
PWR
RC
RCS
RCFCS
RHRS
RWST
SBLOCA
SCS
SGTR
SIS
SOT
TSC
VB

Auxiliary Building
Auxiliary Feed Water System
Accident Management Guidance
Accident Management Support
American Nuclear Society
Abnormal Operating Procedure
Commission of the European Communities
Containment Event Tree
Containment Isolation System
Containment and Release Management
Containment Spray System
Design Basis Accident
Direct Containment Heating
Dynamic Data Exchange
Data Flow Diagram
Distributed Igniter System
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Operating Procedure
Emergency Response Data System
European Union
Ex Vessel Steam Explosion
Fission Products
High Pressure Melt Ejection
Interfacing System LOCA
In-Vessel Management
Loss of Coolant Accident
Molten Fuel Coolant Interaction
Main Feed Water System
Nuclear Power Plant
Operating Procedure
Primary Coolant System
Plant Damage State
Process and Instrumentation Diagram
Probabilistic Safety Assessment
Pressurized Water Reactor
Release Category
Reactor Coolant System
Reactor Containment Fan Cooling System
Residual Heat Removal System
Residual Water Storage Tank
Small Break LOCA
Secondary Coolant System
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Safety Injection System
Safety Objective Tree
Technical Support Center
Vessel Breach
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A

Safety Objective Trees for CRM

The Safety Objective Trees for Containment and Release Management, shown in
figure A-1 and A-2, are taken from [Lehner '92].

Safety
Objective

Safety
Function

Mechanism

Challenge

—

Reactor Vessel
or RCS Breach

Spray to Scrub
RCFCS Operation
Rood Cavity using
Alternate Water Source

_

Fission Product
Revolatlllzatlon

RCFCS Operation
CSS Operation

Containment
Bypass

Flood Steam Generator
Rood Break Location
Secure AB Vents

FP Release to
Containment
Mitigating
Fission Product
Release to the
Environment

Fission Product
Release
Control
FP Release to
Aux. Buildings

Strategy

Flrespray to Scrub

Figure A-1, Safety Objective Tree for Mitigating Fission Product Release to Environment
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Safety
Objective

Safety

Mechanism

Challenge

Strategy

Function

Isolation

Isolate FP Release

Failure

Control (CSS)

Containment
Isolation
Control

Isolate Break
Bypass

ISLOCA

Depressurize RCS

and SGTR

Flood Break
Flood Steam Generator
AB FP Release Control

—

HPME (DCH)

Gas Combustion

—

(Deflagration,
Detonation)

Rapid

Depressurize RCS

Combustion Control
(DIS)

Pressurlzation

Preventing

Ex-Vessel
Steam Explosion

Dry Cavity

Mass & Energy

CSS, RCFCS Operation

Addition at VB

Dry Cavity

Mass & Energy

Quench Debris

Addition due to

Containment Venting

Noncomb. gases

RCFCS Operation

Containment

Containment

Pressure

Failure

Control

—

—
Slow

Mass & Energy
Addition due to
Steam

CSS, RCFCS Operation
Containment Venting

Pressurization
Gas Combustion

Spray

(Diffusion Flame)
Loss of Heat

Restore CHRS, Add

Rejection

Cool Water through
Alternate Systems

Containment
Temperature
Control

Thermal

Thermal
Degradation

CSS, RCFCS Operation
Alternate Water Source

Failure
Basemat

Flood Cavity via Altern.

Meltthrough

Water Source or CSS

Figure A-2, Safety Objective Tree; Prevent Containment Failure
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B

Extended ERDS Data Set

Table B-l

Process parameters in the extended ERDS data set. Parameters that
were not in the original data set, are printed in italics

Parameter Description
Primary Coolant System
Pressure
Temperatures
Hot Legs
Cold Legs
Core Exit Thermocouples
Pressurizer Level
Pressure Relief Tank Pressure
Pressure Relief Tank Level
RCS Charging/Make up Flow
Reactor Vessel Level (When Available)
Reactor Coolant Flows
Reactor Power
Secondary Coolant System
Steam Generator Levels
Steam Generator Pressures
Main Feed Water Flows
Auxiliary/Emergency Feed Water Flows
Main Feed Water Tank Level
Main Feed Water Temperature!Pressure
Emergency Feed Water Tank Level
Emergency Feed Water Tank Temperature!Pressure
Demin Water Tank Level
Demin Water Tank Temperature!Pressure
Safety Injection System
High Pressure Safety Injection Flows
Low Pressure Safety Injection Flows
Safety Injection Flows (Westinghouse)
Refuelling Water Storage Tank Level
Refuelling Water Storage Tank Temperature
Accumulator Level
Accumulator Pressure
Containment
Pressure
Temperature
Hydrogen Concentration
Steam Content
Sump Level
CSS Flow
CSS Spray Temperature
RCFCS Cool Water Flow
RCFCS Cool Water Temperature
Filtered Venting Flow Rate
Diesel Generators
Generated Power
Fuel Consumption
Fuel Tank Level
Radiation Monitoring System
Reactor Coolant Radioactivity
Containment Radiation Level
Condenser Air Removal Radiation Level
Effluent Radiation Monitors
Process Radiation Monitor Levels
Meteorological
Wind Speed
Wind Direction
Atmospheric Stability
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Unit
MPa

°C
°C
°C
m
MPa
m
kg/s

m
kg/s

MW
m
MPa
kg/s
kg/s

m
°C/MPa

m
°C/MPa

m
°C/MPa
kg/s
kg/s
kg/s

m
°C
m
MPa
MPa

°C
% Vol.
%Vol.

m
kg/s

°C
kg/s

°C
trtlhr

MWe
n^/hr

m
Bq
R/hr
Bq/m3
Bq/m3
Bq/m3

m/s
Deg.
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Toolbook
Multimedia Toolbook 3.0 is an application generator for MS Windows applications.
Toolbook uses the concept of a book with pages that are presented on the computer
monitor in a Window framework. A Toolbook page has a foreground and a
background. The layout of a screen is generally implemented at the background and the
data that are to be displayed in this screen are generally placed at the foreground.
For example, the record fields of a database record are implemented on the
background; a persons name and address. The actual data kept in the database are
placed at the foreground, each person on a different page, sharing the same
background. Push buttons that enable to go to the previous or next page can also be
placed at the background, in order to allow scrolling through the database records.
All graphical user interface components, as buttons, menu bars and hotwords, can be
easily applied in a Toolbook application. When the user activates a component, e.g.
clicking a push button, a message is generated. The action that the Toolbook
application should perform when this message is generated can be stored in a handler,
which is a set of instructions in the Toolbook programming language 'Openscript1.
These handlers can be programmed by typing the instructions or by using the script
generator. The generator act as a 'macro recorder1; the actions performed by the user,
e.g. going to another page, are translated into Openscript instructions that can be
placed in the handler.
Toolbook offers an author and a reader mode, respectively to develop and to use or test
the Toolbook application. Final versions of applications can also be used with a
runtime version of Toolbook, which only offers the reader mode; this prevents a user
from changing the application. It is allowed to distribute this runtime version with the
applications developed in Toolbook.
Toolbook does not produce fast running codes, as handlers are not complied but
parsed, and should not be used for final versions of applications; e.g. C++ code can be
up to 30 times faster. However, Toolbook is very useful for creating a prototype
application; the prototype AMS application was developed in six weeks only.
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